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Murray , 1(y ., Wednesday Afternsoa, Januara 25, 1975
ab •
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L e Per Co Valli 'tali. al
Hospital Board Discusses Lag
In Construction, X-Ray Fees
Hospital construction projects, bids
on a pharmacy to be operated in the
new professional office building ad-
jacent to the hospital and fees charged
by radiologists were among the major
topics discussed by the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital board of
commissioners at its meeting Tuesday.
It was pointed out to the board that
the construction of the new wing on the
northwest side of the hospital is some_
three to four months behind schedule
but that construotion of the professional
office building, with the exception of
time lost due to ecent bad weather,
was close to being on-schedule.
"Since the last board meetihrirestie--
had holidays and snow," hospital ad-
ministrator Stuart Poston told the
board, "so obviously we haven't had a
tremendous amount of work done on the
hospital or the professional office
building."
. Upon - recommendation of a com-
mittee which has been investigating
".deliyi in the construction of the new
wing, the boafd authorized that a letter
be sent to the contractor, Hartz-
Kirkpatrick of Owensboro, advising
them that if they do not get closer to the
In Court Of Honor Ceremonies
construction schedule, the board way
seek legal action.
"This (construction) delay will verr
probably cost us poney," member of
the board and Calloway County Judge
Robert 0. Miller said.
"We borrowed the money (for the
construction) assuming We'd have
revenue coming in .from these
hospital) rooms about Masrch,'_' Miller
added. "It looks liken-0w it's going lobe
September and that will.Make a whole
lot of difference."
Pharmacy Obis
Bids for the operation Or the phar;
Youths Get Coveted Eagle Badge
Scouts Mark Young and Jon Noff-
singer were awarded the coveteclEagle
Badge, highest rank in Boy Scouting, at
a city-wide Court of Honor held
Tuesday evening by Troops 45, 13 and 77
in the First Christian Church.
Jon is the son of Dr. and Mrs. Hugh A.
Noffsinger of Murray and is a senior at
Murray High School. He is a part of the
leadership corps of Troop??.
Mark is the son of Mrs. Jessie Faye
Young and the late Alfred Young. He is
a junior at Murray High School and
past Senior Patrol Leader of Troop 77.
NEW EAGLE SCOUTS — Ion Noffsinger, left, and Mark Young, members
of Boy Scout Troop 77, were presented their Eagle Badge, highest rank in




FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP — Ken-
tucky's lawmakers were expected to
face a busy session today, with voices
elBiTiOr1tig-611 a nuri- F-df —s—petial in-
terests ranging from women's rights
and abortions, to collective bargaining
and legalization of laetrile.
A full day of committee activity was
to be supplemented by a morning news
conference by the Kentucky Women's
Agenda Coalition and a prenoon rally






"The Hoiuse-- --Calor and Industry
Committee was to take up a bill today
that would grant collective bargaining
rights to public employees, including
teachers.
The House Health and Welfare
Committee, meantime, scheduled a
hearing on a proposal to legalize the
sale of laetrile, a purported cancer
cure. .The hearing, rescheduled from
last week, is expected to attr4t many
proponents of theereputed miracle cure,
as did similar hearings last summer.
Observers Uy the bill will probably
receive committee approval today.
The Kentutky Right to Life
organization, an anti-abortion lobby,
rescheduled a rally for today after snow
and cold forced cancellation of the
gathering on the Capitol's steps last
week.
The Women's Agenda Coaliation,
composed of about 25 women's groups,
was to hold a news conference in Lt.
Gov. Thelma Stovall's office' to
announce its legislative proposals for
• the 1978 session.
The coalition's plank includes sup-
port for bills to aid -displaced
• homemakers, battered women and
women who want to use their maiden
narnt* on driTers licenses.; •
Legislative review hearings on Gov.
Julian Carroll's proposed executive
budget for 'elementary and secondary
education were to continue todey.
The governor's blueprint for state
spending over the next two fiscal years
drew criticism Tuesday from an
eastern Kentucky legislator, who called
for a greater return of coal severance
tax revenues to coalproducing counties.
In a speech on the House floor, Rep.
Clayton Little, D-Hartley,
acknowledged that Carroll's proposed
budget "contains so many things which
are good that a vote against it is like
voting against motherhood and apple
pie."
But the Pike County lawmaker took
issue with a proposed allocation for
- railroad revitalization because -much
' of Kentucky's coal travels over an
unmaintained road in eastern Kentucky
before it gets to the rail system."
Little decried conditions on eastern
Kentucky coal haul roads and said the
emergency declared last week because
of snow would have been justified in
July in the mountains because many
roads were impassable from poor
repair.
. -
"There must be a way to get to the
governor before he spends all of our tax
dollars or we from tl* coal producing
counties will always be a day late and a
dollar short and continue to wade the
mud, fight the dust and contribute mores
than our share to state government,"
Little said.
Little said that the $10 million ear-
marked for rural aid is not enough.
- "For one titne. . .let's be derhanding
that coal tax money be spent in the
counties where -it is generated on
roads" used to used to transport coal,
Little said. "We must better serve the
-peOple who produce the energy before
'they rebel:
,tittle's remarks were met with
- moderate applause from his
... • sr, r
Bro. John Dale, minister of the
Seventh and Poplar Church of Christ,
delivered the "Eagle Charge" to scouts
Young and Noffsinger. He commended
their achievements and cited the young
man in the Bible who had a small meal
that with the help of the Christ fed a
whole multitude. He pointed out that
regardless of how small or insignificant
an individual may feel, God would take
and bless any talent OT effort and im-
prove the world. rr.
Dr. tll Grasty represented the Four
Rivers Council as chairman of the
Court of Honor. The invocation *as
delivered by the Rev. Dr. Davicljtoos,
pastor of the First Christian Church.
Tom Carruthers, assistant Scout-
master of TrooP—?/,'presented the
Tenderfoot rank to Scouts John George,.
Steve Beyer, Kurt Keeslar and Aaron
Schroeder.
Bill Adams, assistant Scoutmaster of
Troop 45, awarded the Second Class
rank to Steve French and Billy Phillips.
Forrest Priddy, committee chairman
_of Troop 13, made the First Class
presentation to Chris Fazi.
Bob Hopkins, council •district com-
missioner, presented the Star Rank to
Brent Clark.
Many merit badges were also
awarded to the several Scouts who had
earned them.
Following the ceremony, the large
gathering of parents and interested
persons were treated to a tale -at. -.effect— •
refreshments provided by the parents See HOSPITAL BOARD,of the new Eagle Scouts. kage 12-A, Column 6
nyicy which will be established in the
professional office, .building were
•discutied and the board directed a
committee to further investigate the
bids from Begley Drugs and Scott
Drugs, and two that were termed the
better of the seven bids submitted.
Begley's bid a rental payment on BOO
square feet of space in the building of
$7.50 per square foot or the sum equal ta-
15 percent of the gross annuiii sales,r-
whichever is greater. The Begley bia-
stipulated that the building must house
at least five generalamily prac-
titioners or pediatricians or that the bid
would be deducted by 20 percent for
each physican less than that number.
Scott's bid also asked for 800 square
feet of :space but offered $9.25 per.
square foot as rental. In addition, the
Scott bid would pay three percent of the
first $100,000 in gross sales; five per-
cent of the next $50,000; eight percent of
the next $50,000; 17 percent of the next
$100,000; and 20.5 percent of all sales-- S
inside today
over $300,000.
Other bidders fon the pharmacy
operation were: Steve W. Compton, $10
per sq-aare foot obis 3.5 percent of
salesijimmy H. Ford; $7.50 per square
foot or a sum equal to three percent of
JOSS sales, whichever is higher; Byron
M. Forbes, $9 per square foot plus two
percent of _gro.ss sales; Holland Drugs,
$7.50 per square foot plus 1.5 percent of-
gross sales; and professional Drugs
Inc., of Clarkstrille, Tenn., $8 per' -
square foot plus' five per cent of gross
tales above $13,000 each month.
• Radiology Fees
The board took considerable time to
distuss in general recent fee increases
by local radiologist Dr. Prue Kelly and
'Dr. Bill Wilson before directing the
hospital administrator to meet with the...
radiologists to go over the fee schedule.-
It was pointed out by board member
Jim Garrison that a proposed contract
between -the hospital and the.
radiologists,'--.even though apparently
agreed to in principle by both parties,
had not been formally approved by the
board.
That proposal, Garrison said,
requires the radiologists to submit
changes in their fee schedule to the
'hospital administrator and board 30
days prior to the new fees going into
Two Sections —18 Pages
Mystery still surrounds the reason for Governor Julian
Carroll's proposed cutbacks in the state auditor's office.
_Associated Press writer Sy Ramsey has some ob-servations about the CarrolKieorge Atkins rift in today'sopinion section, Page 5-A.
possible
snow
Rain today changing to snow
early this evening and turning
much colder tonight with possible
additiorfal accumulation of one to
three inches of new snow by
Thursday morning. Highs today




Crosswords . • 4-B
Comics 4-B
Dear Abby - 2-A
Deaths & Funerals -12-A
Horoscope  4-B
Let's Stay Well.  2-A
Local Scene  2-A, 3-A
Opinion Page 5-A--
Sports .8-A, 9-A
State Farm Meeting Slated
•
•
FUND DRIVE CHAIRMAN — Stuart Poston, 1978 Red Cross Fund Drive




Stuart Poston has been named
chairman of the 1978 'Americas' Red
Cross Fund Drive of Calloway County.
announcement: was made by
American' Red Cross Board of Direc-
tors Chairman, Holmes Ellis.
Poston, wt is administrator of the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital, -has
been a board member since 1972 and
has been active in all phases of Red
Cross work. His particular interest ha.
centered around the hospital volunteer
program.
--. Poston said, "Traditionally, the fund
drive chairmen have been con-
scientous, successful individuals and I
am pleased to have been chosen as this
year's chairman considering these past
qualifications. I'm also depending on a
- lot of help, knowing how much work is
involved in this fund drive."
rbston and his wife, Dean, are the
parents of two children, Lynn, 14, ahd
Jay, 5.
The annual- fund drive will be held
during the month cif March. This year's
goal has been set for $10,724. Red Cross
officials report that the county chair-
man, university chairman and captains
will be announced soon.
Snow Expected Tonight
Rain fell over much of Kentucky this
morning, but the weather bureau said it
probably would not change to freezing
rain and paralyze traffic • *sit did -
Tuesday.
However, it said Kentucky, which is
still covered by !fret week's
snowstorms, might get some snow
tonight and Thursday.
Five fatalaties and scores of traffic
accidents were attributed to Tuesday's
freezing rain, which turned highways
around Kentucky into sheets of ice.
City School Board „
To Review Recent
Orange Bowl Trip
Murray Independent School Board
members are expected to review the
recent Murray High Band Orange Bowl
trip to Miami, Fla. and listen to a
projection of an instrumental music
program for Murray city schools when
the local school board meets Thursday-
,. evening.
Other items on the agenda for the 7 p.
m. session include a review of internal
accounts- for December, 1977 and
personnel recommendations.
In addition, a jetliner skidded off a
runway- at Louisville's Standiford
Field. No one was injured, but the
airport closed for nearly two hours.
George Sickels, lead forecaster at the
National Weather Service office_ in
Louisville, said temperatures around
the state should remain in the mid 30s
and 40s this. morning, warm enough to
keep the precipitation from freezing.
He added that it doesn't appear there
will be any new snow accumulations
tonight.
Sickels also downplayed fears that
the rain might cause flooding in eastern
Kentucky.
"There will be some shiht rises in the
riverS,--bitt-rthe precipitation stays -
light as it has be.-4, the snow will melt -
gradually and theN shouldn't be any
probIenik•Sickels said.
Meanwhile, state police reported this
morning that all Major highways were
in "good shape" with occasional slick
spots caused by the rain.
--Concert Postponed
The Andre—Watts Concert sponsored
by the Murray Civic Music Association,
originally scheduled for Friday,
January 27, has been rescheduled for
Wednesday,Feb.15....
Strike Leaders Enthusiastic After Trip
By LOWELL ATCHLEY
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Reporter
Farmers sympathetic with thr
American Agriculture Movement think
they're beginning to attract the at-
tention of the nation's leaders.
''At least that is the impression local
farm leaders gave to an audience of
over 100 _at a .meeting in Calloway
County Courthouse Tuesday evening.
They are among some 27 farmers and-
others supporting the movement who
went to Washington last week for a
nationwide rally.
..Cone farm strike supporter said last
night that President Jimmy Carter was
aware of the farm rally in the nation's
capital to the extent that he deviated
from his prepared State of the Union
address to mention the farmers.
Farm leadefis attended a number of
sessions with congressmen, senators
and other government officials while in
Washington last week..
• Leaders Tuesday evening gave
Democratic First District
.Congressman Carroll Hubbard an "A'A 
for effort. Hubbard arranged for some'
there to sit in on Carter's message to.a
Skint session of CAmierrm last Thorsday
evening. Local farm strike leaders also
had kind words for Carl Perkins, D-
Hindman, the Seventh Congressional
District representative. But, one strike
leader said of Romano Mazzoli, 0-
Louisville, Third Congressional District
representative, "He had no idea of what
we were talking about."
Local farm strike leaders also have
high praise for U.S. Senator Wendell
Ford. "He gave the impression of being
100 percent behind us," one farm strike
leader told the audience.
Farm strike leaders say they may
have won the hearts of the "conunon
man" during the nationwide rally last
week. During one parade, a farm strike
leader described, "People were
hanging out of buildings, clapping their
hands, acting lice they revere behind
us." .
"It was a good feeling to be in
Washington where the laws are made
and us just being a group of .farmers,"
one farmer said.
Harvey Ellis, .a local banker with
Peoples Bank, emphasized that he
Wasn't a 4farrn strike leader" and told
-the crowd attending, "That (the
Oashingto_r_Lrally) sus the _twat 4.-
fective lobbying I've seen performed by
farmers." Ellis likened the farm strike
movement with a basketball game.
"The score is tied and whether we win
will depend on what we do in the last
half."
Farm strike leaders also had some
sharp words for the "news media" in
Washington. One farm strike leader
talked of how the Washington area
television stations ran a two to three
minute segment on an isolated incident
during the rally, biit allowed only 10-15
seconds to a huge farmers meeting on
the capital steps. "Toward, th.e end,
though, we began to win some of the
news media," one strike leader
claimed.
Kentucky's segment of the strike
movement has a statewide rally at
Bowling Green Friday.
Movement leaders will be lobbying in
Washington Feb. 5-12, according to
Bobby Kemp, a Calloway County
farmer,
A "holding action" on farm corn-.,5
modgies has been lifted for some pork
and beef, but farrhers sympathetic with
the .mbvement continue holdmg un-
-oontracted . . . .
During a question-answer session,.a
member of -the audience askedabout
planting procedures this spring. "Some
have said that if Congress doesn't come
up with sornething, we are not going to
plant," one farm strike leader
responded-, Another farm strike leader --
said the national headquarters will
probably send oLt directives this
spring.
Farm strike leaders Tuesday evening..
were also critical of U.S. Agricultural -
Secretary Bob Bergland for not being
sympathetic with farmers' demands,
and farm strike leaders chided U.S.
Department of Agriculture for
knowledge of "behind closed doors"
grain deals with foreign markets and
for being out of touchowith American
farmers.
The American Agriculture
Movement& sprung to life_ in the
wheatfields of Colorado and spread
south and east.
Farmers sympathetic with the
movement ask for 100 Percent parity
(fair price) on farm cotrunodities and
.,,poir4 to, record low parity market
in late,,I977.
•-• V- '.7=1M7172e.3.-,-•.-r-ar-1 • 77`.aint'Irrmz.,:...:—.7-Atr"C"...'.



































at •• The most FAMOUS ••• .
•• HOME ENTERTAINMENT SALE of all! 
•
• •• •• •• •• •• :
• 1 — 11 •
'Bible Call' Program Will
Be-Recordeci By aci,s
Willard Ails, R. Ph.,
director of pharmacy services
at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital,' „Murray,
Kentucky has completed tape
recordings for the qtionally
knoWn phone program "Bible
Call." The tapes recorded by
Ails are on drugs and alcohol.
These tapes can be heard by
dialing a phone number given
in each corrungiity,and asking
for the tape on drugs or
alcohol. The Bible Call
-proOam is designed to give
peo.ple a source of information
on many subjeCts inclUding
alcohol and drugs.
The Seventh and 'Poplar
Church of Christ in Murray,
where Ails is a former
member; will be offering the
program for the 164 com-
munity. Watch for -Murray's
Long John Silver's
FISH
A complete meal that'll fill
_you up without emptying
your pockets
• A Slew of Slaw
•A Prigot Full Of FryeS
•,Our‘Hushpupples
• 2 of out Fol.:nous Fish Fillets -
• A 16 oz Soft Drink
_GLonggohnsthiei-N
SEAFOOD SHOPPES -.-
711 South 12th Street
"Bible Call" telephone
number which will be
published soon.
Ails is also the author pf
three books, one each on
alcohol, drugs and tobacco.
Because of his background in
the drug education field he
was chosen to make the tapes






Baby Boy Foster (Yvette),
305 Pine St., Murray.
Dismissals
Miss Lucille R. Wilson, Rt.
3, Murray, Mrs. Dolly M.
Richardson and -• Baby ' 130y,
1020 Reynolds St., Paris, Tn.,
Mrs. Linda F. Greer and Baby
Boy, Rt. 1, Henry, Tn., Mrs.
Linda S. Adams, Rt. 4,
Murray, H. B. Darnell, Rt. 2,
Murray, Mrs. Sharon K.
Murphy, Rt, 1, Mayfield, Gene
P. Sammons, 1103 Olive,
Murray, Russell L. Orr, Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tn., Michael E.
Hopkins, Box 24, Dexter, Mrs.
VLclitK13*.blille. 142 Rome
Dr„ Scottsbora, Mrs.
Virginia P. Clark, I. 2,
Murray, Mrs. Audrey B. Cook,
Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs. Mavis L.
Paschall, Rt. 3, Puryear, Tn.,
Mrs. Jerline Westerman, 819
S. 4th., Murray, Mrs. Brenda
R. West, Rt. 1, Mayfield, Mrs.
Fannie c. Snow, Rt. 7,
Mayfield, Paul W. Purvis, Rt.
6, Murray, Mrs. Josephine
Clements, farm. Mrs. Canova
E. Miller, Rt. I, Mayfield,
—.._._Jobn W.. Jones, 709. Poplar.
Murray, Mrs. Myrtle B.
Parker, 500 Vine; Murray.
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• 25" diagonal Console .1-4)1 e rs the "convenience
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• - - .and automation of therVideemattc one•but.ton
• - tuping system brilliant coir on its Super Bright
•
• Matrix Picture Tube and 100% sord-state

















Baby Boy Burkeen (Rob-
bie), Rt. 1, Dexter, Baby Girl
McCarty Lindy), 1302 Poplar,
Murray, Baby Girl Williams
(Angela), Rt. 2, Wingo, Baby_
Girt-none (Rebecca), Rt. 1,
Seri lia,,Bisby_Box Dunnaway_
' Brenda), Rt. 8, Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Connie K. Jones and
Baby Boy, 210 N. 8th., Murray,
Mrs. Linda K. Odom and Baby
Boy, Rt. 5, Benton, Mrs. Betty
C. Vowell, 102 Walnut, Benton,
John W. Gamlin, lit. 1,
Piiryear, Tn., Miss Brenda J.
Hough, 1505 Kirkwood,
Murray, Miss Gina M. Hart,
Rt. 2, Puryear, Tn., John C.
Webb, 628 Bolden, Paris, Tn.,
Mrs. Doris A. Houston, Rt. 8,
Murray, Mrs. Janice L.
Counts, 85 Paris lid.,
Mayfield, Mrs. Peggy N.
Dunning, Rt. 1, Puryear, Tn.,
Mrs. Annette T. Coles, Rt. 8,
Murray, Mrs: Opal B.
Howard, 109 Williams Ave.,
Murray, Mrs. Joyce R.
Overhey,- I507- Sycamore;
Murray, Mrs. Helen L.
Wright, Rt. 5, Paris, Tn.,
Boyce Bumping, P. 0. Box
1072, Hopktnsville, Edwin H.
Parks, Rt. 4, -Murray, Mrs.
Marjorie T. Hays, 1300 Poplar,
Murray, Homer E. Cohoon,
806 N. 18th., Murray, Mrs.





Baby Boys (2) Bugden
(Carolyn), 106 So. 13th,
Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Shirley J. Ballard and
• Baby Girl, West Broadway,
Mayfield, Mrs. Tarnela R.
Wood, Box 82, Hazel, Mrs.
Paula K. Windsor, 408 N. 8th.,
'Murray, Joe M. Tucker, Rt. 6,
Murray,. Mrs. H. Louise
Dorielson, 804 Sunny Lane,
Murray, Timmy G. Stone, Box
27, Kirksey, Mrs. Lula M.
Harris, Rt. 1, Sedalia, Thomas
R. Smothertna_n, Rt. 5,
Murray, Mrs. Donnie W.
_fou„st, 1403 Poplar, Murray,
James B. Workman, Rt. 1,
• ▪ Sedalia, Mrs. Vadie E.
• Coursey, 633 Riley Cts.,
• ▪ Murray, Mrs. Ruth E.
• Filbeck, 602W. Main, Murray,•
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Closed Wednesday
Open Thursday & Friday Till 6:00 "
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Wedding Planned Shower Will
Be Thursday
A household shower for the
family of John Cooper whose
home and, enntenta were
destroyed by fire on Jan. 19
will be held Thursday, Jan. 26,
from six to 8:30 p. m. at the
Salem Baptist Church no411 of
Lynn Grove.
Members of the family are
John, his -wife, Lit and their
daughters, Brenda, age six,
and Sheri, age three.
Persont wishing to have
items picked up should call





Mr. and Mrs. Glindel Reaves of Daytona Beach, Fla., for-
mer residents of Murray, announce the engagement and ap-.
preaching marriage of their daughter, Carelei_te 
Edward Buhts, son of Mrs. Alice Btilits and the late Everhard
BUMS of Leominster, Mass.
The bride-elect, a resident of 1403 Chambers St., Vicksburg,
Miss., graduated from the University of Mississippi College of
Nurse-Midwifery, and is now a certified nurse midwife at
Kuhn Memorial State Hospital, Vicksburg, Miss. She is a
graduate of Sea Breeze High School, Daytona Beach, Fla., and
received her B. S. degree in nursing from the University of
Florida graduating cum Laurie. tlie was a member of the
Sigma Kappa social sorority, Sigma Theta Tau honorary nur-
sing society, and was featured marimbiLsoloist of the mar-
ching symphortic bands at the University of Florida- where she
received a music scholarship.
Grandparents of the bride-elect are Mr. and Mrs. Audrey
Reaves of Lynn Grove- and the late Mr and Mrs. Elwood-
Morrisof Bell City.
Mr. BUMS is an organic chemtst with the U. S. Army Corps of
Engineers (U.) stationed at Waterways Experiment Station,
Vicksburg, Miss. He received his A. B. degree in chemistry
from St. Anseirn's College, Manchester, N. H., and his M. S.
and Ph. D. in organic cherniStry from Clarkson College of
Technology, Potsdam, N. Y., where he was president of the
fiemistry and Chess antis, had an arnriPenic scholarship, and
also received the Petroleum Research Fund Fellowship and
National Institute of Health Research Associate.
The wedding will be an event of Saturday. Feb. 4. at six ri.rn.
at- the-First Baptist Church-, Vicksburg-, Miss., with the Rev-.




of First Christian Church will
have its dinner meeting at silt
p. m. with Murray Mayor
Melvin Henley as speaker.
Wednesday, January'25
Council on Ministry of the
First United Methodist
Church will meet in the social
hall at seven p. m. Dr. Alice
Koenecke is chairperson.
Thursday, Jan. 26
'Household shower for Mr.
and Mrs. John Cooper and two
daughters, Brenda and Sheri,
whose home and contents
were destroyed by fire on Jan.
19, will be held at the Salem
Baptist Church from six to
8:30 p. m. Persons wishing to
have items picked up may call
435-4426, 435-2479, or 435-4574.
Thursday, January 26
Wranglers Ricling Club will
meet at the Ce&t. House at
seven p.m. New officers will
be-installed.
Thursday, January 24
Luncheon with "Poetry" as
theme will be held at' the
Calloway County Public
Library at twelve noon.
Reservations should' be made
by four p.m. Wednesday.
Thursday, January 26 -
'District Thirteen Nurses
Association will meet at
Triangle Inn at 6:30 for a
dinner meeting and program
by Tom Petty.
- Friday, January 27
Murray Chapter of National
Association of Retired
Federal Employees will meet
at 9:30 a.m. at the Woodmen of
the World--Beeeative Room
with Judge Robert O. Miller as
speaker.
Murray Civic Music
Association Concert by Andre
Watts, pianist, has been
postponed until Feb. 15.
Exhibitshy Richard Adams,
Fort Thomas, photography,
by George Cox, Radcliff,
paintings,fand Sue Ann Sears,
Goshen, Ohio, drawings and
paw iiigs;• will open at the
Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU,
and continue through Feb. 8.
By CECILY BROWNSTONE .






A- eouple of foods from, the
pantryaludf-.go' into this. :
3 tablespoons butter
2 tablespoons finely
The Murray Chapter of the 
chopped onion
National Association of 
1-: cup shredded dried beef
Retired Federal Employees 
-3 large eggs
- will hold its business meeting 
1-'2 cumilk tablespoons flour
on Friday, Jan. 27, at 9:30 
l4 teaspoon ktit
a.m. in the executive room of 
it cup grated cheddar cheese
the Woodmen of the World 
.12-ounce can whole-kernel
Building. 
Cook the onion and beef in
corn, drained
Calloway County Judge 
the butter until onion wins.
Robert 0. Miller will be,wthe- 
Beat the eggs until tgey begin
-speaker and will expliin the 
to thicken and are lemon color;
add milk, flour and salt; beat
new judicia'ry system, ac- 
to combine; stir in cheese, corn
cording to Robert •Douglliss, 
and onion-beef mixture. Turn
chapter president, who urges 
info a butter:0 9-inch glass pie
plate. Bake in a preheated 350-
degree ayen about 25 minutes. '
_a _ . iiltereSti*:,ies.stand..5 to 10 miptes be-,„
....orrataticettand._, ....„.........i.vmsaiiral4allts 4 ler
- Three students from
Murray have been named to
the dean's list for the fall
semester 1977 at Western
Kentucky University, Bowling
Green,..according.t0 the office
of Public Affairs and Com-
munity Relations of the
University.
They are Letlee Anne
Bartholomy, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. John M. Bar-
tholomy, 1610 Loch Lomond
Drive, Murray; Gregory
Leonard Vaughn, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Theodore L. Vaughn,
Route Two, Murray; Jack
Tyler Winchester, Soo of Mr.
and Mrs. Buford Winchester,
706 Pairlane Drive, Murray.
SUFFERS INJURY
Oury Loy iris is now a patient
in Room 516, Lourdes
Hospital,. Paducah, Ky., 42001
after suffering a broken pelvis
on Monday. Mr. Lovins fell
when a ladder slipped while he
was standing on it feeding hay
to his cattle. He was taken by
ambulance to the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital and
then to Lourdes at Paducah.
Piano recital - by Vickie
Hays, Paducah, will be at 8:15
p.m. in the Old' Recital Hall,
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District Thirteen of 114
Kentucky Nurses Association
will hold their regular 'mon-
thly meeting Thursday, Jan.
16. The dinner meeting, open,
to all area registered nurses,
will be at 6:30 p.m. at the
Triangle Inn, South 12th
Street, Murray.
Guest speaker for the'
meeting will be Tom Petty,
Registered Respiratory
-Therapist. "Diagnosis in
Respiratory Therapy" will be
Mr.. Betty's topic,
Petty:* a ̀ barive of
Memphis, is technical director
of Respiratory Therapy at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He received his
associate degree in
Respiratory Therapy from
Aquinas Junior. College in
Nashville. Before joining the
Thursday
staff at Murray-Calla-waif
,County Hospital, he was Stag
therapist at the veterans'
Administration Hospital in
Nashville.
Mr. Petty is currently
serving as president of the
Western Chapter, Kentucky
Society for Respiratory
Therapy, anil la a member of
the Board 41 Directors for the
Kentucky Society for
Respiratory Therapy.
Some people have believed
that eating cinnamon would
help them become immune to
disease,
• • •
• MM M •
•••  • • • f:a14: • • • • • • •
tonite's movies
For Program Information, Please Carl 753-3314
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By Abigail Van Buren
.0 197$ by Cincago Trstian• N V News SynCI Inc
_
DEAR ABBY: You often use the term "compulsive
overeater: What's thesirfference. between someone who-._
doesn't have any will power and a compulsive overeater?
LOVES TO EAT
DEAR LOVES: Do you eat when you're not hungry?
Do you go on eating for no apparent reason?
Do you have feelings of guilt after overeating?
Do you give too much time and thought to food?
o you look forward to the time when you can binge
alone?
Do you plan these secret eating binges ahead of time?
, Do you_ eat oeneibly_beforo qjhers, but overeat when 
alone?
Is your weight affecting the way you feel about yourself?
Have you ever vowed to diet for a week, but given up
after two days'?
Do you eat to make yourself feel better when you have
problems?
Have you avoided seeing a physician because you're
afraid hell put you on a diet?
Have you put off buying clothes because you're ashamed
of your weight? •
How did you score? If you answered "yes" to three or
more of the above questions, you are either a compulsive
eater or on your way to becoming one.
Whit can you do abOut it? I recommend Overeaters
Anonymous —a great group of loving, caring people. No
dues, no humiliation and lots of understaiding, friendly -




By F.J.L Blasingarne. MD
.Diagnosis And Treatment
Q: Mrs. K.D writes that,
• after a vague illness of
several months, her teen-
age nephew was diagnosed
as having Hodgkin's 
ease. She asks about the
kind of, treatment that is
used and his chances of
recovery. Shealso.wants to
-know if this disease is
Contagious. •
A: In its early -stages,
--Hodgkin's -disease is often
a vague, illness and diffi-
cult or impossible to diaft:
nose. Victittia -e6iniilitin cif
loss of appetite and weight,
weakness, night sweats,
and lassitude. This illness
- Ofilodgkin's Disease .
for some unexplained reit-
son is about twice as fre-
quent among males as
among females and is roost
common between 15 and 30
years and after 50 years of
,age. ;s--, -
Though Hodgkin's dis-
ease has the clinical ap-
pearance of a low-grade
infection, the condition is
not contagious. It is gener-
ally regarded as a torn! bf?
malignant diSeeSe•
As Hodgkin's disease
progeesses, it affects the
lympar tissue and may be
noted as a nontender en-
largement in one or sev-
Trebute To Mrs. Doherty
I,s RoactAtrAztiOna---liteeting
Gamma Chapter of Delta
Kappa Gamma met in
December at the Holiday Inn
in Murray for a ten o'clock
brunch. Mrs. Mavis Mc-
Canush gave', the invocation.
Mrs Joyce Fortin,
president, presided. Mrs.
Mar) Smith gave the report of
the membership dorrunIttee.
Mrs. Ann Wood, member of
the necrology committee,
-7, read a tribute to Eula Mae
For information about the chapter nearest you, write to:
Overeaters Anonymous, P.O. Box 6428, Torrance, Calif. 
Local Agent Says•=.---
90504. Please enclose a long, stamped, self-addressed 
Still
envelope for a reply. Not Too Late To Place
DEAR ABBY: What is your opinion of a therapist who
Yes, truel I went to a psychologist who calls himself a Storm Windows For Winterasks his patients to tell their troubles to a machine?"doctor." and he asked we if I had egkgpcocot at home to
make and play back tape recordings,because that's the
latest thing in counseling. •
He sari I should make a tape of what I want to say, and
he warinalte a tape of Idareactions, and we can both play
_them when we have time and are in the mood.
, •
Stop by the County Ex- - A closed cabinet near the
tension office at 209 Maple St., floor •is often cool enough.
or call 753-1452 for more tips Some people store their heme-




Miss Ann Herron, chairman di
of- the research committee,
gave the results of a survey of ,
the membership based on a 111
questionaire sent out by the
1I1
Keeping Canned Foods warmest wag of an unheated-‘ Tire remainder of the •
Is he some kind of nut? Or are machines now replacmg IT'S NOTTOO LATE FOR
doctors?' Safe 
And Nutritious room or in a basement area program was an auction of 0
HOME-MADE STORM ,- APPAIJAD Where are you keeping your that is cool, but safe from articles brought by the •
. 
WINDOWS , jars of home-canned foods this freezing temperatures. members. Dr. Alice 0
DEAR APPALLED: Telling one's troubles to • machine If you didn't get your plastic winter' 
Try to use your canned foods Koenecke, Dr. Alta Pressen, •could have its advantage* for those who are toolahlhia•d.- Window pro ion up before - Freezing can break the seal up within 12 months. They'll and Mrs. Edna Radford
stay safe to eat for years, served_ , as auctioneers and •
unless a rusting metal top Miss Mary Lassiter and Miss , •
breaks the seal. But, the, food Lorene_ Swann as caskets. •will slowly lose nutrients, Seventy-two mernbefs'and
to speak frankly to a therapist. But since you're appalled
by this method, tell your doctor, and if he refuses to treat
you in person, tell him you prefer a therapist who will.
CONFIDENTIAL TO R. B. G.: In American courts, a
man is Innocent until proved guilty. Surely every child has
the right to the same consideration from his parents.
Problems, Tell them to Abby. For a personal
unpublished reply, write to Abby: Box 69700, Los Angeles,





Entire Stock Not Included
All Sales Final
Sale Starts Tharsday—,iiin. 26
HILL
Nancy's House of Shoes






Whiter hit, you can still do the
job inside the !ruse.
It won't look as nice, but it's
a lot easier to do than on the
outside of the house, and you
don't have to worry about
wind damage, or about the cat
clawing holes in it when he
insists that you let him come
in.
All you need is some of that
heavy 4 ml plastic sheeting
and a big roll or two of
masking tape.
How To Do It
Cut a piece of plastic so that
it covers the window section
and overlaps on the window
frame. Then tape it neatly to
the frame. For greater
strength, you could overlap
the top edge of the plastic
around a strip of cardboard
before taping. This will also
help at the bottom edge.
Now you have an insulating
layer of air between the
plastic storm window and the
pane of glass. It also helps
block off air leakage around
the edge of the window, where
it meets the window frame.
For even better results, seal
up that crack around the
window with self-stick in-
sulation tape or with a rope of
putty-like caulking.
You can also use this plastic
U) seal off a door for the winter
months. Most hardware and
building-supply stores stock
this plastic by the roll, in big
sheets, or in kits.
• Carefully take down the
plastic in th, spring and you
can use it again next year................r
CHILDREN'S ••
CORNER
Mr. --MrS. Thltv RaN Traris
+Al •--
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence La Maurr Britt, Sr., of Murray Route
Seven announce the marriage of their oldest daughter, Jan-
..nene Britt Myers, to Billy Ray Travis, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Tom Edd Travis of Murray Route Three. The new Mrs. Travis
has one daughter, Sabrina, and Mr. Travis has one son, Kenny
Thomas.
The vows were read by the Rev. Johnson Easley, pastor of
Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church, at the Easely home
at Tr -City on Sunday, Jan. 22, at two p. -M. The matron of
honor was Scherrie Geurin, sister of the bride. The best man
was Ronnie Geurin, friendof the groom.
, Mr. Travis is employed by Fitts Block Company. The couple,:
Will reside at the grimates residence on Murray Route Three.
So
• „..
uthside Court Square • 0
gs.%
Downtown, Murray, Ky. • "Vann CI till
• 
er
•••••••••••••••••••• 74 -13 To our
From The Desk Of
Jean W. Cloar
County Extension Agent









-or lower the eating quality of
canned foods. Too-long
storage and warm tem-
peratures can cause loss of
nutrients.
So, where and how you store
them matters a great deal.
' Freezing Can Break Seal
The damage caused by
freezing is obvious when it
cracks the jar. This breaks the
seal and can also slip slivers of
glass into the food. The only
safe thing to do when this
happens is to throw the food
away.
If the seal isn't broken, you
can let the jar and its contents
thaw, then store it where it
won't freeze again. Once
frozen, the food won't taste as
good unless you eat it right
away.
The best way to use frozen-
and-thawed vegetables might
be in soups and other com-
bination dishes.
Where To Store Them
A cool, dark and dry place
makes the best storage en-
vironment. Stored for a year
at 65 degrees F, most of the
nutrients are still there.
A thermometer can help you
decide on the best storage
place. You'll find it too warm
in cupboards up near the




Mr. and Mrs. Jack Uddberg,
507 Lynnwood Ct. Murray, are
the parents of a baby girl,
Ellen Britton, weighing seven
pounds eight ounces,
measuring 20 inches, born on
Wednesday, Jan 11 at 2:02 p.
m. at the Murray Calloway
County Hospital.
Mr. Uddberg is the manager
of I. M. Simon & Co. in
Murray and also owns The
Panhancller in the Dixieland
Center • •
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Thage Uddberg, 507
Blair, Murray, and Mr. and
Mrs, George Britton, Mar-
Celle, Iowa. Great grand-
mothers are Mrs. Martin
Britton. Soldier, Iowa, and
Mrs. Olaf Ulven, Wall Lake
Iowa.
Milk snack
Tcr make snacks nutritious
make them with milk. To
make chocolate peanut but.
ter milk. combine onsshalf
Doherty, who died in October.
The president announced
that Miss Clara Eagle had
been appointed to the Board of




Mrs. Mary Alice Humphries
and Mrs. Dorothy Spahr who
conducted a quiz on two in-
ternationally known women.
Mrs. PaiiIine McCosj ahd Mrs.
Margaret Pickard were the
winners and were each given a
potted plant from the
greenhouse ,of Dr. Alta
Pressen.
color and eating quality as
time goes by
six visitors attended the
meeting.
lad weather get you
demi last week?
Why net "Spring" um
yew mood with a
new plant!
20% OFi Entire Stock
eral nodes An.. the neck,
under the arms, in the.
groin, or in the chest be-
tween the lungs.
A biopsy of a lymph node
is needed to establish the -
diagnosis. Unique, en-
larged cells Re -Stern-
berg giant cells) are seen
on microscopic examina-
tion of the lymph node.





• about -olie-third of the
cases survived about five
years. Modern Aresstment
.has increased survival to-
better than 80 percent after
five years. Many addi-
tional cases. have lived
longer than five years and
Are regarded....
Admittedly, Some of these
survivor may later have a
recurrence.
Treatment varies with
each case and depends on
how advanced the disease
is. Early cases are given
large doses of radiation to
kill out the abnormal cells.
The more advanced cases
are managed byir cornbi.
nation of radiation, sur-
gery to remove diseased




theorizzd that a viruAmay
be the cause of Hodgkin's
disease because it behaves
line a chronic infection. If
a virus were found, a vac-
cinganight bejleyeloped_to
help prevent such an infec-
tion. However, none has
been found and prevention
is not possible. Early diag-
nosis continues to be inf..: _
11150.4_3.k-a#:.thatt,-treatinent
can be started in the hope
of effecting a slowing or
care of this treacherous
.dLsease.
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Better natured. Not bitter. rdsoc "11655 uodnoo 4041
Finally, there's a rich.toffee, fia,.e?r Cd'
enjoy without putting up with coffee bitterness-.
. Sunrise' iPstant coffee me.,1a.vea with
chicory.
,
- Tastes betIer flatured;flot bitter' Becauso .4_
Nestle has discovered how to mellow fine i
Coffees with roasted chicory to bring out coffee's I
better nature. but.leave the bitter-taste behind. '
And since chicory doesn't-contain Geteine. I
and one-fourth cup chocolate 
s ---Sanrise#6 naturally lower in cafe'. Make4.itaim creamy peanbt butter
sirup in a pitcher or bowl
Gradually stir in three cups
easy to drink ail day long
Sersvesstit vote
rots(' or oatmeal cookie* *
. I
•16troduce yourself,to the ne`A rciSte,p.f
• 2-4i)0 ffiat arsaF,-• --.am-
• PT14.4- ii• iirryt
-4 0
Save
on Sunrise' instant coffee
mellowed with chicory
—1004 171Wrirlfarf044741, DO 444114.410-
04 4
410"0.4 k'oia""..n
:coopo47di soty-.4.1Ktr" 105: 441477.1k* h°77741"-'9'
chol•We"CM"..a.a.C:474417. or47/C,..1 "PC0.411144„ond.."?,:t1474"0 01.0...../47°1411."01
4144041 41wAt inorrn moues, .tta• comfit,
outwit otaancass Co. ate nortttcreastabar anci
roo 4 /144 4 proftetted Insect ssittctsaktracensa
Cuitor•vt, ex's, Oart an.. Kim sa, Coon .
•ant.--rs.,, +sous I +Ma rot •sole”-skon new,, to 
I
totes4nor• ,.01 to tte t4SjtY, '- 44A ”r 44 bot
"At 4.4,•, C 2's0a .Ste, 2oo0
°Hit Otal C001001 MAY Of 1140n1.40 RI 4411 CO
1Iff ILI 1.1.11410 POOCMASID N4Y GNU vOlcomm-
ons MAUD EXAMS A/44 70 1474
AM- . '
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3 Minute Quick Cook








I YOUR BEST BUY
Loam Meaty Boston lett Almost Boneless
&Whist

























16 oz. 11-Bottle Carton
With Bottles or Deposit
5550 50





"If You Matc I ur ou an t :eat ur 'rice
way-UAW-its -
tighter each time You
are in the store for the
$100 given away each week
Last Week's John Lane
Winner S. 10th, Murray
•Nothing to Buy 'No Cords To Punch 'All You Do Is
Register Each Time You Are In The Store Drawing Wed-
nesday at 8.:00 p.- ..aL-4101statilliqitstlheiraday
Morning.
.Employees of Parkers'and their Families not eligible to win .Adults



































s a serv ce or se or,
citizens. Its purpose . is to answer
questions and solve problems - fast. If
you bave a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
HEARTLINE, 114 is. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 431. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this coltimn.
HEARTLINE: I am 59 years old. I
am still working and I plan to retire
whep I am years old. 'l have a neigh-
bor who told me that he joined a group
called the NAOA. Do you know
anything about this? J.C.
A. The National Association of Older
Americens (NAOA) is a new
organization just ending its first year of
existence. The purpose of NAOA is to
help aid older Americans in as many
ways as possible. ,
... The NAOA orgetzation offers one Of
the most informative and entertaining
_ newsletters available to senior citizens.
Subjects range from consumer
protection ideas to coverage of all
governmental retirement progr,ams.
They have , staff to answer your
questions and aid you with problems
that may arise. In addition to this, there
is also a prescription drug program
that offers substantial savings and
. - - starting this month, they will offer a
- very competitive Medicare supplement
---- health insurance ineicy. -call to go to the local. social eecurity.
For a free brochure explaining office to discuss my S.S.I. benefits. I
HAUL write tb TkartIili-e--NAQicrndontderstand why they are doing
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio this. My situation has not changed at
45381. Please enclose a long, self- all. Can you tell me what this is all
adclressed;stamped envelope. 'about? D.L.
HEARTLINE: I have heard very A. The S.S.A. reviews every S.S.I. at
much the last couple of years about least once a year tunake sure that the
protecting yourself as a consumer. I • eicipients are still eligible and that they
have never had any problem myself as are being pai4 the correct amount, a policy that will help lower the rate of
I try to be very careful in everything -I 7 -These reviews are required by the which still remains near 6
do. Everyone has been trying to come Social security, representatives will get percent or more., .
up with ideas on how to help a person- in touch with everyone on S.S.I. when di.- At 6 percent, -the entirt. interest
with a consumer complaint. It seems to is time to review their case. earned on those U.S„ Savings Bonds is
• me that the best method would be to Thi4-review May bedonetry phone; or--- wiped out, leaving holders nothing for
a personal interview arthe recipient's— their money. In effect, they have given -
home or in the social security office. Uncle Sam an interest-free loan.
Miller can do something about this if
he is installed as head of the Fed.
Occupying one of the most powerful
offices in America, he can to some
extent control the flow of money.
through the economy._
















hire a lawyer. Do you have any com-
ments on this? C.S.
A. To engage a lawyer to handle a
consumer's complaint is often un-
necessary. That was the comment by
Professor Douglas J. Whaley who
teaches a course in consumer law 'at
Ohio State University. Consumers'
An AP News An
as wareanties, credit card liability, and
door-to-door sales will enable them to
secure satisfaction by applying the
remedies provided in federal and most
state laws. The buyer :of merchandise
costing over $25 sold on a door-to-door
basis, for example, may cancel the
purchase within three days' of the sale
without being obliged to give any
reason for the decision. Credit-card
holders can be held responsible for no
more than $50 in unauthorized use of
their credit cards unless the credit card
-iisuer has met " certain legally
. .necessary conditions. In some cir-
ttaristances they cannot be held liable
- for even $50.
Professor Whaley points out that any
statement made by a salesperson prior
to the actual sale is, in effect, a
warranty of the product. If, for
example, an auto dealer makes a
verbal offer of. certain services on .
vehicle, he is -Ottigittea- -to proilifilfier:::
_
service whether or not the written
guarantee contains a provision for such
service. This, however, does not imply
that purchasers should disregard the
importance of getting the conditions of
a sale set forth clearly in writing. It
would appear that informed consumers
can often secure the adjustment of their
complaints by their own efforts.
HEARTLINE: lam 66 years old and!
draw my social security benefits. I am
also on S.S.I. Last week"! received a
ysis
The same type of questions will be
asked that were asked when you ap-
plied for S.S.I. They will need in-
formation about your income, things




NEW YORK- (AP) - G. William
Miller knows how to sell America as
well as helicoptew and other products
made by the conglomerate he heads,
Textron Inc. of Providence, R.I.
As head df the Industrial* Payroll
Savings Committee, the chairman-
delegate of the Federal Reserve Board
helped sell more bonds last year, $8
billion, than in any other year since
World War II. _ . .
In addition, Milleris effort in his one
year as chairman of-the payroll savings
group resulted in an enrollment of 2./2
million new or increased altotment
savers. For it he received a gold medal.
He probably will receive another
medal front those sners if, as head of





Of Atkins Fund Cutback
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - The
immediate crisis seems to have eased
in the early budget confrontation
between Gov: Julian Carron and state
Auditor George Atkins, but the un-
derlying cause remains a mystery.
Did- the governor change, the op,
propriations arrangement for Atkins'
office because he saw a golden op-
portunity to cut down a political
enemy?
_Or • .did his proposal for the _next
biennium emanate from Carroll's
genuine goal of taxpayer savings and''
greater efficiency?
To Atkins, of course, the ulterior
motive was obvious: the governor was
undercutting a $3 million budget and
leaving him with a token $50,000 which
would effectively destroy the
capabilities of the office.
For additional money he would have
to depend on the agencies he audit-
s-and ender the law they need not pay
him a cent.
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers, The
Murray Ledger & Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-224-
3121.
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
D. C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirkeen Building
Washitigten, D. C.20510 -
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in session by dialing I-
564-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
addresses of state legislators




Atop: geEgth c. Imes
304 S. 3rd Street
-Itftrtirf, Krrtrr---
To Carroll, the stated aim was to take
the $3 million out of the genefal fund,
which is financed by direct taxes, and
transfer it into the Trust and Agency
Fund, which is financed by license fees
--of the agencies. .
_Despite CarroIlei -
protestations last week that he was not
seeking political revenge, the "ripper"
. theme could be gleaned through the
soothing words and glossy cover.
Some observers said--that. 41-..--tbs-
governor indeed was sincere about
keeping Atkins' office solvent, he
should have advocated a bill to make
audited agencies pay their fees.
Sure enough, Carroll came through
with that promise last Friday, and
suitably enough, .in a speech to the
Kentucky Press Association, from
whose members he was beginning to
harvest criticism for the unprecedented
budget gambit.
One guess as good as any is that the
governor's burning desire to wipe out
Atkins politically lost out over his keen
political sense that he might be
creating a martyr out of his nemesis.
Atkins is a probable Democratic
candidate for governor in 1979 against
any administration favorite as
Carroll's successor.
A blatant attempt to eliminate his
effectiveness might be perceived by
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other .
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger do
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those
which parrallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers. ,
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been &cussed on this page and
a reader reels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authoredarticle on whatever that
topic rilightPc _
many voters as unfair and dictatorial.
Furthermore, there was some doubt
that in spite of the governor's
tremendous power in the legislature, he
could have achieved te coup that easily.
The House would present little or no
problem. But a group of Democratic
dissidents lurks in the Senate, and in
any alliance with the Republican
minority, trouble could lie ahead for
Carroll in the Atkins affair.
All tIUs .temPerarily. may have_been
averted, assuming' that Atkins will be
satisfied by the governor's future ac-
tions - that is, his office is guaranteed
sufficient funds to function effectively.
Basically that means a hard un-
derstanding that Atkins can audit-any
agency and make any kind of finding
without fear that by offending the
agency, he could cut off his source of
money to operate.
And it includes audits such as have
turned Carroll's face red in the past -
on certain administrationaleases and
the alleged abuse of personal service
contracts issued by the administration
for professional services.
Isn't It The Truth
When a specimen of the species
Potomacus Ekoticus, which is pseudo-
anthropological for congressman, finds
himself straitjacketed or frustrated by
had publicity, he may react something
like the bumblebee staked out inafruit
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And . in exercising such control,
limited as it might be, he automatically
has a good deal to say about the
econotny's expansion rate and about
the inflation. rate as well.
Only when the latter rate is below 6
percent do those bondholders earrf any
money - before taxes. But the tax
story-comes later.
Inieeking to reefer& inflation, which
would help bondhplders, the Fed head
might be forced to opt for higher in-
Teretrrales, which are widele believed
to be a deterrent to the wage-price
spiral.
In that case, would savings bond
interest rise simultaneously? It is
unlikely at least for some time.
Meanwhile, that money locked up in
savings bonds might have been earning
a better return elsewhere- ..._
There are outstanding about $76.6
billion of Series E bonds, the kind that
must be held to maturity in five years in
.cniterto7coltert.-theltd_i 6 -
B Wilds, which pay interest
twice a year.
With 6 percent inflation, none of the
more than 25 million families estimated
to holds savings bonds made any money
,On their investments. But some of them
paid tares on their "earnings." ,. .
Uncle Sam takes away most eV
fectively, not just through inflation, but
by requiring income taxes to-be-paid on
 e-e-pereent "prefitie" The
bondholder ends up a loser.
Miller cannot do much about income
takes or about raising the 6-percent
bond interest rate if he takes over as
Fed chairman, but he might be able to
do something about insidious inflation.
Now it seems Miller should have
another goal: To do his best as Fed
chairman to make a § percent return
something of value. Which is to say,






Murray Ledger & Time s• Editor
General Motor Corp. insists that its
__three-way catalytic converter, already
In use in some cars sold i California,
•-• , Will "take the auto out of the picture as
a' significant contributor to air
pollution."
The new system will reduce
emissions of nitrogen oxide in addition
to cleaning up carbon monoxide and,
hydrocarbons as the present converters
By -lac, aveordifiz to company
ficials, the three-way converters will*"
installed in all GM cars - except
diesels - to meet the standards of the
Clear-Air Act.
The victory over smog will not be
entirely painless. The system will
probably add $165 or more to the cost of
the emission control system, which
already averages about $200 a car.
But GM merits commendation for its
continuing research and testing effort,
which must be directed to both en-
vironmental and energy problems.
The new system, GM officials say,
not only will . clean- up the _air. Abut
"make a substantial contribution to
energy conservation."
If the claims are confirmed, the cost
w(11 be more than justified.
0+0 t.
Mrs. Hildred Sharpe sends us the.
following poem which she penned the
other day as a tribute to our recent
Liloking Back
weather. The poem, entitled "I Will
Never Forget," reads as follows:
I will never forget
The winter of '78
For it snowed & snowed
All over the state.
Five or six inches was enough
Then came some more .
of that dogged white stuff.
l'Inerater froze up,
-Watauldn't get a drink.
Mamma couldn't even use
The kitchen sink.
We had electricy which was fine
But we had no food of any kind.
We were out of bread, milk and meat
We just didn't have enough of anything
to eat.
Daddy said, "Well, there's the car
if the grocery is open
An I can get ctiere."
Daddy went out and started the car
And had to have the wrecker take turn
there.
The Senior Citizens got him home
Even if it was real late.
Now that's the true story
We had about the winter of '78.
10 Years-Ago
An effort to determine the damage
caused by the recent nine inch snowfall
in Murray and Calloway County has
been made arid apprently it will amount
- to several thousand dollars.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Lena
Jones, 7
Mrs. E. C. Wallin is chairman of the
Mothers March of Dimes id Murray,
according to Ed Overbey, campaign
20 Years Ago 
- Fred Schultz was maned "Young
Man of the Year" by the Murray
Jaycees at the annual banquet held at
Kenlake Hotel with Wendell Ford as
speaker. Bobby McDowell was
presented the club's Key Man of the
Year award.
Funny, Funny World
LOVE AND MARRIAGE PORTS
LIGOMEB., Pa.-Naomi Nicely's The owner of a iliceborie Wei Veil
marriage to Robert Neiderhiser is angry when his horse . He can-,
the altar. , "Why didn't you ride him through
fronted his jockey in the paddock.legal-even though the groom died at
The September nuptials were that hole when it opened up on the final
declared valid recently by West- turn?" the owner demanded.
mE°arrellandS. KCeimmli. tY 1)rPhans Cr6-urt judge 
the jockey -"did-yo
try to go through a hole that was going
"Sir "-saidu ever--
The ruling clears the-way for Naomi, fasAter locthaaln your horse?" course in
40 rule at a 
Neiderhiser's estate.
He was stricken by a heart attack
only moments after the pastor of the
Fort Palmer United Presbyterian
Church had pronounced the couple man
and wife.
, of Ligionier, to claim a share of
Unganda states: "If a ball comes to
rest in dangerous proximity to a
crocodile, another ball may be drop-
The fatal seizure occurred before
completion of the wedding service.
Chester and Bessie Neiderhiser,
parents of the deceased, challenged,
up and demanded to see their license.
Harry immediately took to his heels,
and the cop rushed off in pursuit, which
continued for ten, minutes before the
Harry was caught. He later surprised
his captor by pulling a hunting-license
out -of-tris pocket arldpresenting it. --
a girl who falls off a bike, even when "Why the dickens did you bolt when
she falls on purpose," reported you had a license?" queried the war-
Fraulein Durlac.her. "But a coed in her, . den,
car is a lonely prisoner, frequently "Well, you see, officer," Harry
cursed at by mate drivers, she added.: -reephesi, "the other chap hadn't.' --- --
Husband: "Where is all the grocery
money going that I give you"
. Wife: "Turn sideways and look in the
mirror."
The wife of a network executive was
having lunch with him in the Ground
Floor restaurant at CBS when 110
pounds of atomic secretary passed the
table, gave him a smooch, and said,
"Hello, you Old Sexy Leach." Without
missing " a beat, his wife looked over and
said, "Hi, there, I'm Mrs. Old Sexy
A marreage counselor had begun to
ask a woman sontee:questions con-
cerning her disposition. • '
. "Did you wake up grumpy this.





'Fight manager: "For crying out
loud, get in there and punch! Stop
running away from him!"
Boxer: "But he's already given-me
two black eyes!"
Manager: "So what's to worry? He
can't give you anymore!"
Naomi's claim to a share of their son's Goalkeeper Mr. Roger Fuller was
estate, treated at the General Hospital after
Neiderhiser, 39, of StahLstown,.. collapsing at a game against Middleton
collapsed as Rev. William Jacobs in-
toned, "I now pronounce you man and
wife."
The clergyman said the groom ap-
peared to be alive when this declaration
was made. (Jeanette News Dispatch)
Dagrnar Durlacher, .21, Innsbruck,
Austria, who was voted Most Dated
Coed of 1973, says the best way for a girl
to get herself picked up is to ride a bike
instead of a can-eh/en-rushee-tile aid of
on Sunday. His team lost 19-0 ( Lin-
mouten, Eng., Advertiser)
George and Harry were out shooting,
when suddenly a game warden popped
• P •
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the W;ht to
condense or reject any lener and
limit frequent writers.
Address corresporrdence
Editor, The Mul-rsy Ledger do
.Tirnes,BoiLa2M11 r
director fiar the drive here.
Hoyt Roberts was guest speaker at
the meeting of the Beta Sigma Phi
sorority held at the Ellis Center.
--1411Y Joe liodge, son of Mr. and Mrs.
George Hodge, has been elected
president of Alpha Tau Omega social
fraternity_at Murray State University.
"Cool Hand Luke" starring Paul
Newman is showing at the Capri
Theatre.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Lloyd
Tucker, age 55, Mrs. Ella Wafford, age
75, and Mrs. George McClatchey.
Rudy Hendon and B. H. Dixon will be
.given special recognition for services to
the Calloway County Farm Bureau at
the annual meeting tonight at the little
auditorium, Murray State College.
J. P. Coelingh, director of a tobacce.,,.
firm in Rotterdam, Holland, was guest
speaker at the meeting of the Murray
Rotar Club held at Murray Woman's
Club House.- Ha was introduced by
Holmes Ellis,
Sandra Smith, Sherri Outland,
Devana Greenfield, Judy Shroat, Ann
Beale Russell, Linda Willoughby,
- :Jennifer George, Linda Farley, Fay
Cole, and Mary Keys Russell are new
officers of Woodmen Circle Junior
Grove No. Nine.
30 Years Ago
A special feature story, written by
Quinton Simonesen, on "Values of Tree
Planting" by Arvin McCuiston Of the
Pottertown community is published
today along with pictures before and
after the planting.
James M. Lassiter, son of Mr. and
Mrs. E. A. Lassiter of. Murray 'and
second year law student at the
University of Kentucky, Lexington, has
been elected president of the University
Chapter of Phi Delta Pi, international
legal fraternity.
The Lynn Grove High School PTA
will sponsor a shower for the home
economics department of the school,
according to Mrs. Paul Canter, PTA
president. Mrs. Tommy Sandefer is
home economics teacher. .
In high school basketball games
Kirksey beat Almo, Hardin beat Lynn
Grove, . and Murray High beat Tilgh-
man. High scorers for each team were
Brazen for Kirksey, Thompson for
Almo, Miller Tor Hardin, M.
-Sinotherman for-Lynn Grove, Jeffrey
for Murray High, and Auen for Tilgh-
man.
"Bells of San Anglo" starring Roy
Rogers and Dale Evans is showing at
the Varsity Theatre,
Bible Thought
I will open rivers in high places., and
fountains in the midst of‘the valleys:
will, make the wilderness a pool of-
- wale , ,and the dry land springs of
water, Isaiah 41:18 .
What* er ma's ream ol tht „
-Supernatural. it 12. .that He is air ever
giving (,it'd t omrnit your %say today
tit. Him •who dire( ts and never does,
- - • .-ii
'
U.S., Canadian Planes Searching For,
a •five Soviet S Satellite
YELLOWKNIFE, North-
west Territoxies (AP) —
41Specially equipped U.S. and
Canadian air force planes
searched today for parts and
radioactive contamination
• from a Soviet spy satellite that
burned up over northwest
Canada.
The hunt began hours after
. the nuclear-powered satellite
,flarned into the atmosphere
and disintegrated early
Tuestjay over an unpopulated
angina east of 'Great. Slave
Canadian authorities
reported no detection of
radiation-contaminated de-
bris by late Tuesday. More
flights were scheduled in the
40-below-zero weather over a
region with only a few hours of
iwinter daylight.
Taking part in fhe search
..aver an area 30 miles in
diameter were a high-flying
U.S. U-2 reconnaissance
- -.plane, a U.S.- Boeing 707 and
_ two slower, low flying
-.Canadian Hercules trans-
Ports.
A team of US. experts in
radiation detection and
cleanup were flown -from the
)avsariq _;:siuclear_least_Sitt.
near Las Veg_as to mount
- _special sensorsui the planes
there's anything to find,
we're confident we'll find it," Launched Sept. 18 as _Moscow newspapers carriect
Mahlon Gates of the U.S. Cosmos 954 to keep track of a 120-word report of the satel-
Energy Department told U.S. Navy surface ships and lite's fall today. It emphasized
reporters at a Canadian air submarines, the satellite's that it had been designed to
force, . base_in Edmonton, radar was powered .by 100 self-destruct and assured the
Alberta. pounds of enriched uranium public that the mechanism
The center of the search is 235, U.S. sazellite trackers worked.
about 34 miles east of the east- detected last month that it was The North American Air
ern tip of Great Slave Lake slowing down and might Defense Command said the
and about 206 miles east of crash, and the US. and Soviet satellite 'probably began dis-
Yellowknife, a community of governments had been con- integrating somewhere over
6,000 people about 850 miles suiting about it for the past the Pacific Ocean, traveling to
north of the U.S. border. . two ',vveelts. Canada was in- earth along a course over
Under international agree- formed a week ago. But the Queen Charlotte Island of
Went, the Soviet Union is re- public was not told, ap- British Columbia 4' and nor-
sponsible for any damage parently because mass theasterly toward Great Slave
caused by the satellite. Cana- hysteria was feared. Lake.
da's external affairs minister,
Don Jamieson, said he would
pursue with the Soviets "the
question of financial liability
for any costs of search or any
other activities that may be
required." _
Jamieson also said his gov-
ernment i looking into inter-
national legal requirements
for cleaning up space debris
and trying to determine What
the next step should be.
It appears that destruction
did occur during the re-entry RT, Ky. (AP) — terview Tuesday that he hopesprocess and that the likelihood Kentuçk Attorney General
Gov. Julian Carroll willof any negative effects are -ftobert Stephens plans to 
o
in-
minimal,' he said. "But we Aroduce his determinate sen-
remain netural n the
pr--don't want to underestimate'c Jenciag bill in the Legislattgt 
oposed legislation.
—The attorney general saidthat, and all_ necessary this week and then undertake












1211, St., Olympic Plaza
759-1636_ _
Ws Repair ANY Vacuum EVER Nada
BAGS— BELTS— MOTORS—FANS—NOSES— BAGS— BELTS— MOTORS— FANS— HOSE I
Sidekicks boasts a strong memory'
frame that bounces back from travel
bumps and bruises. Supple, washable,
vinyl exteriors are easy care and
• 'give" to help fit in extra packables.
Comfortable "Continental" handles
are riveted right through the frame for
extra strength.
Interiors have an oversized elastic
pocket and ribbon tie tapes for
organized, easy packing. Sidekicks.*
All you can carry.




Shop early for a full
selection.
Style
A. Ladies' Beauty Pak
B. Ladies' Tote
C. Ladies' Carry-On O'Nite
D. Ladies' 24 Pullman
E. Ladies' 26 Pullman
F. 29 Pullman Case
G. Men's Carry-On Suiter
H. Men's Thee-Suiter_
Stephens has made about 70
speeches in the past few
months on his plan to change
Kentucky's system of in-
determinate sentencing to one
of fixed terms without parole.
However, the concept is op-
posed by state Corrections
Commissioner David Bland,
who, while acknowledging
_inewities. in sentencing and
S parable, her said Stepherts' - '-
CI solution is too "simplistic."
Carroll would be placed in a
sensitive position if he had to
5), choose between the opposing
1 views of two of his top of-
ficials.
r- stepnens saia we a rmi-
nate septencing bill is 115
a pages long, and the notion of
c) fixed terms "is a kind of
novelty for .Kentuc'0
Therefore, he said, his staff
I will invite legislators, in
x•"^ groups of 6-8, to his office for
z brief orientation over a three-
,'or four week period following
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Chicken of the Sea
Monk Light
By ALEX SAC HARE ference. They just kept. pOsted it sixth straight victory KEN RAP T 
Namath Announces His After Kentuciiy lost, it didn't-record. „Two_ iree...1hrows . by . _the Portland Pail Blazers, Easewhere in the NBA,- the James McElroy and a blocked take Marquette long to figure-spends most-of his time during Los Angeles Lakers topped the -shot by RiehKelley in the final
a game Peached on one knee, Philadelphia 76ers 117-102, the minutes sealed the verdict.
resting on . a towel New Orleans Jazz beat ths' Knicks 99, Warriors 97
At•-' Sports Wrtter tomirrg at us and coming at to move withirmine of a team AP, Sports WriterJack Ramsay, the coach of , us -
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'Blazers Coast To 76-41 Lead - .arr.= Think They ShôiIIt
 Halftime, Flumiliate Kings JBe- Ranked First In Cage Poll
Retirement From Game
U out who should be No. 1 in
college basketball.
The Warriors putstrategically placed about five Boston Celtics 96-91, the New ''' Bob McAdoo scored 23 • everything together - andfeet from the end of the York Knicks edged the Golden points and hauled. down 20 By JOHN NELSON team if the league expanded to voted themselves into the top
" „
Blazers' bench. Sometimes he state Warriors 99-97, the rebounds and reserve _Lonnie AP SportaWriter Birmingham Ala. That spot.::gets up and paces the Detroit Pistons trinuned the Shelton added 22 points for NEW YORK (AP) -- Joe would Abe different," he id.,*a "I'm pretty sure we'll movesidelines, shciuting• en- Washington guIIet 164.-101, New York, which went ahead Namatk-the most productive "I might like that. But that's a up," said Bernard Toone aftercouraaententrts-iiiit Playeeta ar theChicagi Bulls defeated the to stay by outscoring Giadee .passer in the - history of the long way down the road. I'm Tuesday night's 78-62 victoryadvice to the officials. Denver Nuggets 131-114 and State 25-8 in a I2an1nute National • Football League, not thinking about that now." over Xavier of Ohio.
'
Clevelend Cavaliers _beat stretch starting midway says he has ended his 13-year Namath was the man who The Warriors, rarely atCity, gas iLlAt _to sit back thelndiana Pacers 96-92, - .7-1.hrOigh-t&iiicond quarter.- pro football career without a ve -ttre. old American their best against lower-- and relax. Lakers 117, Sets 1412 Pistons 104, Bullets 101 - bitterneis Or regret. .46 notball League credibility caliber tea'fris, played with' And enjoy. Kareem Abdul-Jahbar, not Detroit moved in front-by - Nemeth - the man who when he led the Jets to a 16-7 more emotion than might"It was just great chosen for the All-Star Game sc'Oring 10 Straight points late brought the-7e1d American victory over the Baltimore have been expected againstbasketball," said Ramsay, Aids year for the first time in in the fourth quarter but Football League respect, the Colts in Super Bowl III in 1969. Xavier because of the possiblesavoring the Blazers' 120-97 his nine NBA seasons, scored... needed four free throws by man who helped change the ,And, after a dozen seasons opportunity of „replacing top--romp over the Kansas City 39 points and grabbed 20 Leon Douglas in- the final 14 image of the; .,professional -with the Ma, he joined tbe ranked Kentucky in theKings. Portland, the defen- rebounds to lead the Lakers to seconds to hold off the athlete and the men whose Rains with haPea- of-another national pone:• ding Natianal Basketball their fourth consecutive depleted Bullets, who lost Phil, eareer outlived his physical Super BowI Kentucky's .78-62 loss tooejtçii champion, raced -vietna. pas Angeles led 87-48 Chenier and Mitch Kupchak, abilities -7 told reporters 'B.U.„ .after four starting . Alabama Monday night: to a 76-41 lead at halftime and at halftime and by at learii the'ir-TofiliUYea716Tuesday he was ftnished:-.'''.2-assigoaseass and two losses, served as a catalyst .-ear:never was threatened. points throughcatt -the second
"That's the most frustrating half.
half I've ever played in," said Jazz 96, Celtics 91
Kansas City guard Lucius -Pets Maravich scored six of
Allen. "No matter what we his. 30 points in the, Baal five
- - did, it didn't make- a--difr minutes Orleans
injuries overthe weteserei "I have no regrets. I'm riot Name. gave way' to youn g Marquette Tuesday night.Bulls 131, Nuggets 114 - bitter about anything," said Pat Haden and watched the •'Knowing Kentucky lostChicligo got 28 points from the 34-year-old Namath, rest of the season from the helped," said Jim Boylan,Wilbur' Holland and 20 points whose record of 4,007 yards sidehnes% "because we knew if we beatand 17 rebounds from Mickey passing in 1967 Itas stood the His decisioh to quit came as Xavier and (Chicago) LoyolaJohnson ist winninoial ibizth test af a &wade and healthier Ineivatched Haden, a second-,_
game ifl seven startc and men. - - year quarterback oul
pulling ithin three games of "I'm not going to play next Southern Cal, turn the Rams
firstplace Denver in the year," said Namath -' now-arealid--and guide-them into
Midwest Division. The loss gimpy from four knee the playoffs, where they lost in
was the third straight, for operations and numerous the first round to Minnesota.
W:ildcats Were Clippett---..C"Inerlikrattreie-'----wagrnytast- yeert-w---- - -  -sasaadosiring--qaarterback,"other injuries. "I knew this -It' -Was' -iwl /tin -toelliira-Denver.-
• Veteran reset4e forward The quarterback- said he said Namath. '
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) - Pep talks usually are not an Bingo Smith scored 10 points would announce his decisionintegral part of Kentycky's preparation for arch-rival in the fourth quarter as the officially today at a sports- - TENNIS • . _Tennessee. ,Just the thoughtof playing the Volunteeisraisei Cavs erased a 9048 'deficit in celebrity gall tournament in PHILADELPHIA - - Top-• each Wildcat's adrenalin level, but -coach Joe Hall isn't so the final 1:51 by outscoring the • Scottsdale, Ariz. seeded--Jiniaiss--Cotainer 9. --
sure this week. Pacers 10-2 after that. The Nemeth, who signed with defeated South Africa's Cliff
:Kentucky is coming off one -did most-e-nharrassing—vietury -snapped an-1-1-game-- the--Los- Angeies -Rams tets-Drysdale--744.-8-0-in-a-firstperformances after Monday's 76:62 thi-ashing by Alabama. road losing streak for the Cavs Past season after the New round match in the-2225,000 rThe loss-niaytost-tneWildeats their-No.1 ranking- _  ___and_pushed_themione_gamc York 'Jets made -him a free  . U.S. Indillbr -4ennis • Chem-,_, _ The wildcats 'committed turnovers and played defense as if. - -above the .500 mark. - agent,- said I* VMS not Mire Pi°118iP• =
_
. --lila tralice- - NAM:4%U be itpeetedof a N-07 rteam. - what- Ma -future- held-
. e just were not ready to play and ceuld not get ready to - - - .movies, telealsiony business or -
• play,' Hall said Tuesday iii an interview. "It's just the , Sign Contracts something else - but be said. _ _"consciousness of how much adulation and publicity we've coaching probably was out.
- been receiving a mental thing." _ . TOKYO (AP) Champion "I .don't kiwi for surcerhat
In other words, the Wildcats were reading their press Yoko Gushiken of Japan and Kin going to be doing," he
. clippings wheo they ran headlong into 'a fired-up Crimson challenger Aniceto Vargas of said, "but I'm not concerned.
Tide team thaelnocked them from the ranks of the un- the Philippines signed con- I've got some other people,
__defeated. _ . tracts Wednesday for their such as my manegerrlinuny
-- Pens were-nOt-foremost in Hall's mind Tuesday, however'-- World- "- Boxing AialOclation': Walsh, -.looking-- -Vw . lor -- and he wondered aloud if the team could bounce back in time junior flyweight title beat in . - thin_galorine to do - the right:, -forSaturday's Tennessee game. - - Nagoya Jan. 29. i . things."
-
- "YOU 'always wonder after you've played as badly as we Both boxers appeared - Nemeth, ho1-,_ did a4gainst Alabama ," he said. "Sometimes these things can confident and good condition - New, !ark Timm' "I daal
kist our or ftvegatzses.'-'----  - 
_ 
for the 15-round bout at the think -I'll ever return'' to
-- -Practice was to resume this afternoon, and Hall said he • Atcni- Prefectural Gym! - fotaball as a coach. rthink I- .planned no inspirational words. nasium. - could coach. but from what
- "I don't know what I can say," he said. "We've just got to The 22-year-old Gusliiken,- I've seen of other coaches,
• and get back to work and do the things we've been JaPan'ir only---reIgning- world--Itarrh-.4* -Wee& Ewhank with
champion, is making his the jets and Chuck Knox with
.. "It (the less) had nothing to do with the way we play fourth title defense., He won the Rams, it takes up too
'defense or 'practice or anything else. It Can only be the crown from Juan Guzman many hours to do it right. And
• psychological," he said. of the Dominican Republic in if I was going to do it, I'd want
!- - If -there was a bright spot tot-all, it was the probability - Koh:City, north of Tokyo, Oct. to do it right.
that center Mike Phillips would be back in shape for the 10, 1976 with a seventh-round "I'm solid financially,"
'Tennessee game. knockout. Namath said. "I want to keep
Phillips, who was hampered by an infected and inflamed For Vargas, 25, who now busy because I always like to
elbow, played sparingly against Alabama. lives in Hawaii, it will be his be busy, but I'm not in a
But Hall said there were no physical reasons for the first title shot in 33 hurry."
Wildcats' collapse. It was Alabama's spirited play, he said, professional bouts. Vargas is Namath said he might be








If it's new in crafts,
we've got it, we're the
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Just Say'Charge It'
personae' than Xavier, but we
still have to pegorm" .said
Boylan. "Personally, 'tried to
prove to them that were Il
good as people say we are: 1-




Memphis State edged Georgia
Tech_ 65-62; St, John's nipped
Manhattan -6948; Oral
Roberts beat Drake 73-71;




Milwaukee beat Maine 72-69;
La Salle turned back Biscayne
89-84; North Texas State
outscored Pepperdine 93-77
and UC Irvine nipped Loyola
of Los Angeles-724a. - - - -
Butch Lee's 14 points and
Jerome Whitehead's 12 paced
Marquette-te its 15th victory In
16 games. Nick Daniels led
Xavier with 23.
Phil Taylor scored a career-
high 36 points to lead Arizona
oast skidding Nevada-Las
Saturday,„..we'll have kgood • Vegas, _which lost* an un- -
-chance to-be lie. feel we precadaitid fon/IV-K/4*m
'deserve it. game under Jerry Tarkanian.
"A lot of -coaches say- they "They're Just in a slump,"
don't want to be No. 1 because said Arizona Coach Fred
then every will want to Snow' den "but they'll break_Taio-ci thigh • thlilitruirira '-o-urof it M_id when they
jotot buitifei;-No. therIlliiirrsonVebodr.'
but everybody wants to be No. The Human' Rebels, in last
1." year's NCAA Final Four in
The Warriors came out Atlanta and as recently as last
shooting like No. 1, hitting a week in the Top 20, lost for the
-schentrectird AV Percent -fifth time this sea ROIL—
from the floor in the first half. Alvin _Wright and Dennis
They feltofs1IghUy in the  Isbell each asflk1wo free
second half, winding up with throws in the final 15 seconds
.576. 
to lead MemPhis State over9% "We had-beirer '.Geoigia Tech; George
UP TO 5 QUARTS MAJOR
*RAND 10/30 GRADE ON. _
• Complete chassis lubrication
and oil change • Helps protect
pacts — ensures smooth, quiet
formance • Includes light-trucks
• Please phone for
appointment.
419-23 biackwatl, phis $1.73 F.E.T. sodold tire
WHITEWALLS ONLY
17 50 TO $3 SO MORE PER TIRE,
A76,13 blackwall, plus $1.62 FUT, and
old lire. ADDITIONAL SIZES COW
PRICED TOO,
Johnson's jumper with 13
seconds remaining propelled
St. John's over Manhattan;
-Oral Roberts beat Drake as
-"Rodney Wright hit two free
throws in the final three
seconds and Holy Cross beat
Boston College LIS Ron Perry
scored 31 points.
Wins Match ---
LOS ANGELES - Se'bood-
seeded Martina Navratilova
breeled to an easy 6-0, 6-1
victery over Michele Tyler of




match, fifth-seedeck Rosie .
Calais eliminated Pat
Medrado of Brazil 6-1,6-4.
Earlier, third-seedild -
Virginia Wade of Britain •
defeated Bunny Bruning 6-3,6-
2 and sirthseeded Betty,Stove
of the Netherlands advanced
to the second round when her ,
-opponent, Lea Antonoplisci:::__
failed to make an appearance.
—914,41-7-70, UR—'„ret,„ ........
'getr,i7
- 570-13 673.10 11.80
E70-14 nibs° $2.26













ET0-14 633.00 $2 19
F76-14 $34.00 12.39
076-14 MAN $247
479-14 • IMO $2 70
076-15 137.00 12.55
M76-15 $39.69 $277
476-15 143.00 13 05
Gas-Saving Radial Construction
IMPROVES TIRE MILEAGE.
HANDLING. AND CONTROL _
. inspect and"totate All 4-tires • Adjust
caster, carnbWr, 6 toe-in to manufactuk_
ers specification% • Inspect steering
and suspensia.ri eotripone—rat- r-nose
test car • Excludes
1388 
front-whttel drive cars.
Parts extra if needed
Most U.S. S some foreign cars
16e9e51100 00 mine)
Use any of these 7 other ways to buy. Our Ovrn Customer.Cred. it Plan • MasterChart, • BankArnericard • American (*rel.! Card • Carte Blanche _• Diner-I-CUE Cash • i.,
wad= see Your Independent Dealer for His Price and Credit TermsPrkes As Shown At Goodyear Service Stores In All Corms..
nitles Served B This 9mrsPalser. Services Not Availablelosolan .:11. At Steroid Location..
SAVES GAS, GIVES FAST
ST ARTS WANT WEATHER
• Electronk engine, starting, inid Chiming systemanalysis • install new po,nts. Plugs. condenser •Set dwell and time engine to specifications • *dorsicarburetor. for fuel economy • Cars voth a ,t con.
$7 more • t•trUdeg VarS(111, VW, Toyotaflo:1 liet trucks
Price includes parts and labor.
14 less for electrosic ignitIon
GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES
Stare News: 7:30 A.M. vat* 6-00 P.M Deily - Came Fla* arrii coo p.iiMgr. R. Cartwright . My. T. Tamil, Mgr. E. NW.,-- -- 724-s, 12th St, ----- 315W. Broadway 600 Jefferson - •..m.r.e................mmi, Ky. 
Padticiih, Kx.





























. NEW YORK (AP) -
• •Charles 0. Finley let the
baseball hierarchy cool its
--heels for- an hour and 11
- minutes, then he popped into
the commissioner's 16th floor
headquarters - dapper, in-
tense, bustling with vigor.
"My doctors tell me I gotta
get out of basehall," he said.
"My health. But now it looks
like I may.have to hang in one
more year."
Marvin Davis, Denver oil




ducked immediately into the
conference room.
Marvin Miller, executive di-
rector of of the Major League
Baseball Players Association,
and lean, lantern-jawed John
Gaherin, advisor to the Major
League Player Relations
Committee, were on hand to
take opposite siclea_ot . the.
issue. They were Mb
negotiating antagonists of the
baseball strikelockout in the _
was withdrawing his 212 spring of '76.
By TOM gEprir — 6 --:- being facilities, the stadium "The only thing 'asking here million offer to purchase Lawyers appeared with
AP Sports Writer we played in. is where do you get new talent, .Finley'e Oakland' A's because their brief cases. Secretaries
WASHINGTON (An) _ A -"Here, those things are that's the hard Org.. of a hangup in the contract shu'tled back and forth bet-
confident Jack Pardee took solved. The only thing I'm in- Hopefully, we'll bring in free with the Oakland Coliseum. ween offices, carrying im-
charge of the Washington terested in is being a good agents," he said. Thwarted in efforts to portiuit-looking documents.
Redskins today with the hope __football coach." Pardee said _ Pardee said his only doubt_dispose of his beleaguered ball_ 'The - court reporter set-
of keeping the team a winner.----biL coaching Phil4s0PhY.A__about applying for the Re+ gu_b„ Finley  then went behind Ileddown with his machine.
. just like it was under his much the same as Allen's. in coaching job was trying closed doors to find out Why lllie-door—sfainzied- shut.
_predecessor and former boss, , "I tried to learn from to match the record set be couldn't sell one of his playlet Baseball's barons were
----George Allen. -  ...PWcwfie , beaaa_aOf. alwur"--Alleti; Who took the team into to the CincinnitiRelis for wir -gatnieed to akia-iffie—fige of a
--Pardee concedes that he was successful," he said. five playoffs in seven years milli,* In---dash- and A minor-lanullibehig. The irotrof the
may have problems because Pardee, like Allen, will work and to the Super Bowl in 1973. league player. ' drama was that (le human
of a lack of draft choices, but Primarily r with the defense,
he says the so-called Over the but he does not want to be de-
Hill Gang isn't that aged, scribed as ydefensive-
.• ttliitingetit that only eight of 
minded"-tir- A-- "defensiVe
year's 45 players are over ' dhar-h. --w"-"'"--"`- -- -
30 years of age, "The Chicago Bears last
Pardee, the first choice of. year were not a great football
team President Edward Ben- team," he said, "but we did
nett Williams after Williams- have the third leading ... total
_fired__Allen. last , week_ said offense in the National
Tuesaay that the iteilek-ke -Football League. I guess a lot
have great talent compared to of people get concerned or
many other National Football worried about how you get
league teams. • those yards. I don't have any
- -"The talent here is very hangups on how we get them, I 
Williams said he has not This was modern-day base-
chosen a general manager, ball in full Cameo. Corn-
but would move quickly to missioner Bowie Kuhn, the
name one. Pardee will be head game's absolute authority.,
COI& only, 'unlike Allen and was there. Quiet, soft-spoken
previous coaches who also Lee MacPhail, president of
served as general manager. the American League, and
Soviet National I
being most involved - Vida-
true, 28, leftbanded4teber
out of the. L.cu1apabayous,
nine years in the majoro,
not present- -
Where was Vida Blue?
Commissioner Kuhn was
there to protect what he said
were "the best interests of..
. players advocate, Gaherin the
coxnpetitive," said Pardee,---just want to get them-- 
SPRINGFIELD M a s Monday night's victory gaire 
sPakesumli for management
ailmittinghe would like_ Pa4tekele expressed concern
same can be said for the
Redskins."
The 41-year-old Pardee quit
the Bears, a team he coached
for three years and led into
last season's playoff, to ac-
tively seek the post in
Washington, where he played
two years and was an
.assistant for one under Allen.
Pardee signed a multi-year
contract with the Redskins but
_ ,terms.were. not disclosed.
441 Wasn't completely
imbappy there (Chicago)," he
-----said. "As -a--coach, I was
strapped. with-many things
that wouldn't change, I
couldn't change. Most of them owner Milan
to 
have Walter
Payton, the ay,a-at Redskins, -wet 0f-basketball-team  has left for. far -the tour, with WIM°wet. B°,13Bnwsain' presided 
of
---NFL't most valuable player, drat( 
picks their first ehoke.,„home, praiting_the, NaismW UCLA, Brigham, Young 
mid., the net Mi was there W. -
--whom Pardee coached-4*-in May is in the ninth r°and,- weederintwhat happened-teheir diale enine-againnt- and he^brought two other
Basketball_ Hall of Fame but Providence as well as-UConn. 
the hiterestg of his ball club
-Chi "Therecago. er  are a lot et. but they have a first in the fol.
gays / lave 01-----i-me--fteara-.owing year's caftege, draft
Western Massaclusettak._ Kansas State. _ . executives to lend him sup-
• 
;Thaske tball1"-. ans.
but he said he is not going
let it bother him. sons. watched the Russian
BY 
The Asseelated Press Yallitees had a stake, too.
Iwt  Ike 
(AP) - The Soviet na - Russian team a 4-1 mark ilen'HY
-New York Y
A L000 - High school scores George Steinbremer sent hill•
lawyer, Torn Andrews. The
Purchase Stock team crush the University of - 
Coomecticuf Huskies 
-Bey's Games eylad tried to buy Blue for91-70- - - . .• 
OAKLAND (AP) _.,- Rock Monday night. - 
Allen 
lb
Co 47 rramtlin- 81.5million and Kuhn had said
music producer Bill graham Soviet Coach Alexander 
Simpson 
45 _ . - "no deal."
Boyd Co 53 -- --and two former pro football Gomelsky said, "We play Ashland 76 .,c. viho was there ee _protect
stars, John Brodie olgtelian inany times in Atis,, United 59Bath 
Co 
Ming_ °IllerY,-.. kAl Vida Blue's interestiO Who
Francisco 49ers and-Bet1=States. butlhis_svas Alm first_ .,,,,,
Davidson- -of the Oakland-time-wet-oky toefere_the ___p_et 
Raiders-have bought into tlie ewe  " - _ Betsy
Oakland Stompers sootier- --BuT Gomelzky and his Central
taWs. •- - • Plawaraaabaut-,- - —
_ptneeme  was. ides 
arm 76 Allen Miller, defend-the-rightiof
this talerded blact man whose
TR-Ikr. th American Soccer, their visit earlier Monday to ' 
Bekle C6'66 Woudfor'd co_as_ "liter Burlington, Iowa, • Ur
League team announced the Hall of Paine. ' . 20T
Tuesday that Graham, Brodie The basketball museum and dreektnridge Co 82W Carter
and Davidson -have become -shrine "was good, very good,"-  - -
limited partners of majority _said Soviet point guard  Bryan Station 82 Lex
Manderic. Stanislav Eremin, shaking his Cadone 47
 head. "We have nothing like it Ca)vond 54 Eliarts 34
  at home." Christian Co 60 Madisonville
• 59
PLANTATION BREAKFAST...''4 lb.
slice of real Ky. Co. ham, 2 eggs
and hot biscuits with __redeye
gravy.
e $2 8.5 JUST $2.50
*COUNTRY HAM SANDWICH...'-4 lb.
of Ky. Co. ham with fries.
•*COUNTRY HAM DINNER-Center
diefr-of the finest iyOo. 
- hani...served with crisp salad,
your choice of potato and corn-.




Let Us Know...We'll Fix -It .To 0w...753-
e 0910
Gornelsky, a basketball
journalist and author who will
coach the 1980 Soviet Olympic
team, said he would try to get
a basketball hall of fame
started in Russia.
Upon arrival, .he asked to
-see the uniformsf Bill Russell
- the man-he•-eonsiders to
have been "the greatest
basketball player in the
history of the world."
Even Russell would have
been impressed later Monday
night as the Soviets used a mix
of finesse, speed and brawn to
overwhelm the Huskies.
The Soviets - with two 7-
footerti and four 6-9 forwards
- dominated both boards and
forced UConn out of its of-
fensive patterns.
"I wouldn't want to play this
team every day in the week,"
said UConn coach Dom Perno.
"They're- -just so big and
strong; they take you out of
everything you try to do."
The em on muscle is
no accident, according With!
Soviet players.
After their last Anierican
tour, in which the Soviets were
defeated by beefy Notre
Dame and Kentucky front
lines encoute to a 5-8 record,
"the coach said we had to be
more physical," said Eremin.
_ T_LatleAokk___. _
ST. LOUIS (AP) - The St.
-Iles' Blues -have traded
goalie Eddie Johnston, a 42-
year-old. veteran- of 588
National- HoCkey Lague-
garnet, to the Chicago Black
Hawks, said Blues President
Emile Francis.
Francis said Tuesday that
Johnston, the second-oldest
active player in the NHL, was
traded for future con-
siderations.
Johnston has complied a
3.25 goals-against average
during his career. He was
traded to St. Louis' by the
Toronto Maple Leafs in 1974.
FranCis also annutknced that
the Blues were recalling
goalie Ed Staniowski frond the
Thuds' s-errrt - Hecker
Leags. e 'affiliate,. the Salt Lair:- 
Golden Eagles_
Birmingham,. Ala., back te-
tetra and finally to Oakland,
where he pitched in three-
World Series?
---"No  one," snappeda _
caloused observer. "What do
you think those guys are doing
in there? They are not talking
about Vida Blue They:re
'Maysville 72 -
. Cumberland CRO` V& individual° are-nimPl_Y
Covington Holmes 83




talking about a piece of paper-
- his contract.
"That's baseball-. You don't
deal with human beings. You
disappearance of. the reserve
Dayton 67 Walton-Verona 64
clause - to be moved back
E Carte 82 J hns C al
Clark C6 71--Bourbon Co 62
Clarksville Tenn 78
Hopkinsville 67
Corbin 71 Knox Central 58
Covington Cath 47 Erlanger
Lloyd 46
r o on ent r
75
E Hardin 64 Nelson Co 60
Elkhorn City 65 Millard 59
Eminence 66 Ky Country
Day 47
Erlanger St Henry 75
Beech wood 61
Lax Lafayette 51 Lek- Tates
Creek 42
Lone Jack 92 Leslie Co 73
Lou Ahrens 91 tiottaburg
Ind 71




Lou Does 95 Lou Fairdale 57
Lou .Durrett 80 jef-
fersontown 70
Lou Manual 61 Lou Westport
56
1-nui -SnuthPrn  62 Lou
Shawnee 61
Lou Stuart 87 Lou Butler 77
Lou Thos .Jefferson 66 Lou
Iroquois 55
Lou, Valley 52 Pleasure
Ridge frark.48
Lou Waggener 48 Lou
Atherton-
McCreary CO 75 Monticello
McDowell 60 Prestonsburg
52
Madison Central 76 El Co
73
Mason Co 72 Xracken Co 45
Owensboro 81 Bowling
Green 76
Paris 67 Nicholas to 66
Portsmouth Ohio 74 Russell
56
_ Paintsville 64 Mullins 50
Richmond Model 83 Berea
65
Somerset 92Unco'i Co 62
University Breckinridge 82
W Carter 70 -
Virgie 91 Dorton 64
Warren Central-Barren Co
-pod snow
1 :Warren Thal 80 Rims/4101e
. . '
Wolfe Co 70 Hazard 68
and forth across a giant board.
There L5 no place left for
tradition, romance of the
game, sentiment between
owners and players. -
Players, freed of their,
former bondage, all -want to
become instant inilliouire.s.
The owners struggle to keep
their franchises alive. Both
become involved in an in-
satiable appetite for the
spectator dollar. -
Christopher Leach, the
noted cultural critic and
historian,, writing his opus
"The Corruption of Sports"
declares that sport-has turned
into a circus, adding: '
• "The degradation of sport
cornea not from being taken
too seriously but in the sub-
jugation to some ulterior
purpose - profit-making,
patriotism, moral training or
pursuit of health."
Leads Winners
AKRON, Ohio-(AP) - Bill
- Coleman, th-aWct-dry-Ifithe-----
third week of the Profession"'
Bowlers Association tour, has -
jumped to the top of the heap_
-in the PBA official money.
standings.
Coleman, of ,Campbell,
Calif., boosted his earnings to
;21,100 with his victory in Las
Vegas last week to unseat
Mark Roth of Staten4s1and,
N.Y., the top money winner
last year. .
Roth, who missed an. earlier__
tournament because of a
finger injury, finished in a
40th-place tie last \week and
has total earnings of $15,905.
Close behind is Marshall
Holman of Medford, Ore, with
earnings of 616,104, followed -
by Johnny Petraglia of Staten
:".:2V411141141"°.'• °
. Texas
MURRAY HOME & AUTO
7 5 1 25 7 1
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Murray Home & Auto's
CIMDWood Finish
Stain. seal and ' protect in I .tep
I 76 Pt' 9 SS Lt  a fa 
Amencolor pt 2.15 Pt 3.15
Antique precents drying
pt 2.35- :*30 
Silicune Caulks .
flexible, durable-seater for tubs,
r_d_Lam• fixtures Won t
ghr7rik. crack Of (IYV
clear in- v. hitt. oz 199
--Catistclge, gun._ _3_99-
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Kentucky Senators Protest Cut In Tobacco Research Funds
WASHIliGION (AP) — A
Carter administration
proposal to cut federal
fobaCco research 'funds. in-
cluding some for the
University of Kentucky, have
drawn a sharp protest from
Kentucky's U.S. senators.
The two Dedincrata wrote a
joint letter to Agriculture-Sec-
'rater y Bob Bergland
•
promising close congressional
scrutiny of Bergland's budget
groposals if the tobacco
research- fund are
restored, Ed Graves, Rua-
dleston's press secretary, said
Tuesday.
Carter's proposed budget
did away with a $3 million




Last .year, $7Z9,0S0 of the
money went to the University
of Kentucky for its tobacco re-
search. Kentucky is the na-
tion's leading burley
producing state.
If the funds are not restored,
Huddieston and Ford wrote,
the University of Kentucky
will have 4e- end the em-
ployment of 10 scientles, most
of them working on tobacco
smoking_and health.
In their letter, the' senators
called the cuts 'illogical," and
said they are contrary to the
concern about smoking and
health reflected hy Health.
Education and Welfare Secre-
tary Joseph Califano Jr.'s
antismoking program.
-At a time when the secre-
tary of healthy education and
welfare is launching a major
government drive against to-
bacco and smoking, it makes
no sense to eliminate the one
government program which
holds promise bf a solution —
namely research to eliminate
any possible health hawds in
recur - -   •
• • • \f [743ri I. • ..••. •.  4•••= 
•MOM 111111111111









tobacco," the letter said.
"... You should know that
Dr. Peter Bourne, the White,
House health adviser,recentli
told 1,14 American Canter
Society that 'research on a
safer cigarette is the only
avenue that promises
results," the letter said.
"If the administration can
proxide $214 million to support
Secretary CallEano's anti-
smoking drive, surely he can
provide $3 million for research
to develop s safe cigarette,"
.the letter said.
-If the government is.
serious about the heath issue it
-will move irrthietliately to
restore* these funds," Bud:
dleston and Ford wrote. "If
this is not done, you can be
sure the appropriate com-
mittees of congress and
representatives of the
tobacco-producing states will
have some tough questions fix
the department when your
budget comes up for review
and approval."
• In 1499 explorer Alonso de Oj-
eda claimed the Caribbean
island of Aruba for Spain. Be-
fore the Dutch took possession
in 1816, the island changed
hands several =ea. Aruba,
now a part of the Netherlands
Antilles, continues to have
strong ties with Holland.
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Buy Now & Receive
2 Propane Cylinders






























































We have the lar9est selection
of Everready Flashlights
Flashlight Batteries
all at Discount Prices






















































I Colors 25% off
Dristan
Tablets
For relief of colds, aches and pains,
stuffy bud, runny nose.
24 Tablets







10.0 Pesch, Strawberry, Sr
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I Funerals 
James B. Scott Is
Dead g
Jaincs burley Scott of
Murray Route Six, A. B..
Lassiter Road, died this
-rnotnnig atliis home.- He'waS.,
88 years of age.
...Death was dug to a self
inflicted gun shot wound in the
?wad. according to Calloway--
County eoroner Tommy'
Walker who pronounced Mr...
Scott dead at 940 a.m. at..tlie
scene. Calloway Countr
Sheriff Max Morris was also,
at the scene and said Mr. Scott
had been in bad health for
some time.
Funeral arrangements are
incomplete, but the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home will
.charge_ ..the
arrangements.
Guy F. Hicks Dies
At Paris Hospital
Guy F. Hicks died Monday
at the Henry County General -
• hospital, Paris. Tn. He was 84
years of age and a retired -
farmer.
Thg funeral is being- held -
today at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Bowlin Funeral
Home, Dresden, Tn., with
burial in the Sunset Cemetery
there.
Mr. Hicks is survived by....—.._. _ _
nine sisters who are -Mrs. —
Gruggs, and Mrs. Aubrey _Fiederal OfficialsAletArider,NrsT.Leltie
Justice Department Looking For
Obstruction In Marstoii Firing
WASHINGTON ( AP) -
With President Carter and
Attorney General Griffin Bell
promptly cleared of any
wrongdoing, the Justice
Department is n now looking
into whether a congressman
-obstructed- justice in pressing
for David W. Marston's firing




The investigation of Eilberg
focuses on is role in helping
obtain government aid for a




$500,000 in lees. to represent
the hospital.
Adams, all of Puryear, Tn.,
Mrs. 'vie Wilson, Sharon, Tn.,
Mrs. May Adams, Fulton,
Mrs. Lubie Prather, Mrs.
Ottie Bell Pilley-, and Mrs.
Helen Anderson,. all of
resden -Tn., and Miss
Dorothy Hicks. of Paris, Tn.
Services On FiiiaY
For Mrs. Clayton
Services for Mrs. Ella B.
Clayton of Hazel will be held
Friday at two p.m. afthe Mt.
Pleasant United Methodist
Church where she was a
member' with the Rev. Orid
Stine officiating. The music
will be by her grandchildren.:
Burial will follow in the Mt. -
Pleasant Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Miller
Funeral Home of Hazel where
friends may call.
Mrs. Clayton, age 89, widow
of I.isha Clayton, died
Tuesday at eight a.m. at her
home. Born July 23, 1889, in
Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late Newton
Sanders and Laura Steele
Sanders. One son, the Rev.




missionary, Mrs. Maya Stine.
Fort Vella, Ill., and the Rev.
Mrs. Mildred Bryant, DeSoto,
Ill.; two sons, the Rev. San-
ders Clayton, Wichita, Kans.,
and the Rev. Brown Clayton,
Evansville, Ind.; one sister,
• Mrs- Maggie Hicks, Fern







The funeral for Graves
Hendon, Murray businessman
for over forty years. is being
held today at two p. m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Dr. Bill Whittaker and the
Rev. G. T. Moody officiating.
Serving' as pallbearers are
Peter Hans van Ameringen,
Frank van Ameringen,
Samuel Hogsed, Neal Sellars,
Dan Roberts and Michael
Hendon. Entombment will
follow in te Murray
Mausoleum.
Mr. Hendon, age 73, died
Monday at 2:15 p. m. at the
Puryear Nursing Home. He
was a member of the First
Baptist Church and Murray
Lodge No. 105 Free and Ac-
cepted Masons. He was owner
of Hendon's Service Station,
and had been associated with
the Texaco Bulk Plant and the
Western Kentucky Stages
during his basiness career.
rie is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Nell Andrus Hendon, 705
Olive Street, Murray; one
daugbter, Mrs. Peter (Jo
Anne( van Ameringen and her
husband. 'Peter, Fort
Lauderdale, Fla.; two sisters,
Mrs. Guy . Edmonds,
Oklahoma City; Okla., and
Mrs„ . W. I.. Baucum, Mem-
phis,. Tn.; one brother, Perry•
'Hendon, Jolurray; arge
. grandllhil (en —
High-ranking department As for Bell, Michael E. Sha-
officials said Tuesday that
investigators are trying 
to heen Jr., head of the depart-
determine whether Rep. 
ment's Office of Professional
Joshua Eilberg, D-Pa., knew 
Responsibility, said affidavits
from nine- of Bell's top aides
he was under investigation by
Marston when he asked Carter 
contained nothing to con-
last Nov. 4 to expedite
tradict the attorney general's
the -avowed innocence of any
ouster of the prosecutor. _ Wrongdoing in the matter.
The officials also said many Marston, who has suc-
unanswered questions remain cessfully prosecuted a number
as to what Bell's subordinates of prominent' Democratic and
in the 'Justice Department'
knew during the time Mar-
Republican politicians, quit
ston's removal was in the 
last Friday during a
works. 
showdown with Bell, at which
The department concluded 
the attorney general said
final
Tuesday that Carter did not 
Mal-sfon's firizg—was
although he could remain in
commit any wrongdoing. That office for the time being.
finding was made after
department investigators Marston has said that "Ed-
berg's entreaties "to remove
the cop on the beat" should
have set off alarms in the
White House that the
congressman was a possible
accepted as sufficient
evidence a statement by
Carter that he was not aware
Eilberg was being in-






Federal officials say they
have no plans to invoke the
strike stopping provisions of service.
the Taft-Hartley act against Labor secretary Ray -Mar-
the United Mine Workers shall 'also said the adminis-
union, despite a breakdown in Ireton -has no plans at this
negotiations that assures the time" to invOke the Taft-Hart-
strike will become the longest ley act
in the union's historY. Representatives of the Bitu-
"A Taft-Hartley injunctaar_t,,minoua Coal OperatorLbo
puts people back to work Association walked out of the.-
against their will for a max-






treated and.> released two
persons Tuesday morning and.
admitted L athird person in-
volved M a two car accident
west of Midway.
Hospital personnel admitted
Ann Genita Lassiter with
multiple contusions and
abrasions following the ac-
cident, and treated and
released -Pea -A.- liaSSitef,-
Route 4, Murray, and Phillip
W. Mansfield, Route 1. Hazel,
according to a hospital
spokesman.
According to Kentucky
State Police, all were involved
in an accident on highway 1828
about four miles west of the
Midway community. State
police was Mansfield was
traveling west on the road,
Lassiter east, when the
Mansfield auto apparently
skidded, colliding head-on
with the Lassiter auto:
Mansfield was alone in his
car, Mrs. Lassiter was
passenger in the car driven by
Paul A. Lassiter.
Hog Market
and of itself, history shows it
very seldom solves. a labor
dispute," said John Rogers, a
public information officer
with the federal mediation
uegotiations early Tuesday
morning when the itnion
rejected the industry's latest
contract proposal.
Federal mediators met
separately later in the day
with top industry officials and
union bargainers in an ap-
parent effort to break the
impasse. There was no report
of progress and neither side
had any comment on the talks.
However, union president
Arnold Miller did not appear
to regard the industry's -
walkout as unusual. "They
recessed. We do that, too," he
said Tuesday afternoon.
."Sometimes you bargain on
an issue everybody doesn't
understand," said Miller.
"There are long meetings and
tempers flare . . It's been
grim before, you know, and
bargaining is tough."
Federal State Market News Service
January 25, 1478
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 423 Est. 1000 Barrows & _
Gilts steady to firm Sows uneven near
steady
US 1-22E0-230 the  K00-45.50
US 1-35X)-240 Ins  ;44-.25-45 00
US 2-4 240-260 the  $4360-44.50
• US114 260-22011in  $426041.50
Sows
US 1-2 770-350 lbs. 1137 00-38 00
US 1-3 300-500 lbs. $38 00-37 00
US 1-3 450-500 lto  136.00-30.06
US 1-3500-650 Ibis .1130.00-40.00 few 40 50
US 2-3300-500 lba .... 53500-3000
Boars 25 00-28 CIO most 77
But the BCOA closed its
suite at the Capitol Hilton
Hotel, and members of the
BCOA bargaining team left
Washington.
The strike, which began
Dec. 6 when the union's
contract expired, entered its
list day today. The break in
negotiations assured that the
strike will be the union's
longest since 1937, when it
negotiated the first contract
that could be called industry-
wide.
The longest strike thus far
lasted 59 days in 1946. But
eyen if a sudden reconciliation
were reached, an additional 10
days would be needed for
ratification by the rank and
_file, assuring that the present
strike will continue past the
60-lay mark,-
9
target of an investigation.
Bell has said the removal of
Marston, a Republican, was
the prerogative of the
Democratic administration
and was free of ulterior
motives.
-I hope nobody would think
I would remove somebody
from office to block an in-
vestigation. That's a crime,"
Bell said.
"I may be old fashioned, but
any member of Congress has
the right to talk to the presi-
dent. If that is all there is to it,
than there is certainly nothing
wrong with that," he said.
Meanwhile, another
Republican, • Robert N.
DeLuca, 37, was named to
replace Marston temporarily.
DeLuca, a former public
defender and head of the civil
'division in the Philadelphia.
U.S. attorney's office for eight
years, was appointed by Chief
U.S.- District Judge Joseph
Lord III.
8. • t•• •





MADE OFFICIAL — Murray Mayor Melvin Henley recently made official action by Murray Common Council
recently in naming a city clerk, city attorney and city treasurer. Henley here swears in (from left) Jo Crass as Murray
city clerk, William "Bill" Phillips, city attorney, and Sarah Duncan as city treasurer. Phillips succeeds Wells Oyerbey
who retired as Murray city attorney at the end of last year.
Disaster Relief Bill Stumbles In Senate
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
Tax relief for Kentuckians
who suffer losses in disasters
 was supported by state
• senators, evailliough some of
them wanted to' wait a little
longer.
The Senate Tuesday voted
29-1 to approve a bill to grant
tax relief for disaster losses,
but only after a motion to
postpone-the vote by one week
failed 19-14.
&verZ senators said they
wanted Wither explanation of
the bilLincluding its possible
cost to the state.
The measure, sponsored by
Sen Kelsey Friend fl-Pike-
vile, would allow Kentuckians
to claim disaster and casualty
losses on their state income
taxes,. as they now can do on
their federal income tax
forms.
-Sen. Lowell Hughes, D-Ash-
land, questioned how much'
the till would cost the state in
tax revenues and wondered
w broadly the term casualty
would be interpreted.
Friend said he did not know
the fiscal impact, but "I don't
see how the Legislature can
refuse to grant relief to its citi-
zens the federal government
already grants, regardless of
the impact on revenues."
Sen. John Rose, fl-Winches-
ter, in voting against post-''
ponrnent, said "anyone who
could predict the fiscal impact




only senator to vote no, said he
had always been told that "if a
,
In Kentucky a judge sched-
uled arguments today on a
nonunion coal company's
request for an order to limit
picketing by striking UMW
miners.
II Corrections & Amplifications 1
An identification of a person in the picture of members of
the Bluegrass CB Club published in the Tuesday Issue of the
Murray Ledger & Times was incorrect. James K. Morgan
was identified as Herman Carroll in the identification of
those assisting during the snowstorm. Carroll also assisted
but was not pictured.
• The Murray ledger & Times tries to correct pmmpfly any errtirs
in fact or clarify any misleading information appearing in news 'aV,.
tides That is the purpose of this column. To report an error or need -
- •  r
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furniahed to the Ledger &
Times by First of fdiehlgatt 'Carp., of
Murray, are as follows.
Heublein Inc  257_ 4%
Mc Donalds Corp 46% iric
Ponderosa Systems 44% .- L•
Kimberly Clark 42% unc
Union Carbide 39% As
W . R. Grace 25% 4%
Texaco . 26 une
General Elec. 494 4%
Hardees 10% +Y.
Georgia Pacific 24% wic




Wend ys 36% +34
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon t..clay furnished to the Ledger &






American Motors 1% unc
Ashland Oil 29% +%
4.T. & T. 57% +%
Ford Motor Co 40% -%
Gen. Dynamics 42% uric
General Motors Slime
General 13re 24 40's
Goodrich 114 4%
Gulf Oil 24'hi one
IBM 216% +%
Pennwalt 33% +4.
Quaker Oats 21% +4
Tappan
Western Union 19% une
Zenith Rad*   TA 4%





Murray's first and only com-
plete brochure with photos
and descriptions of our
listings.
Call or coon by our office for
Your copy
• 
man walks by you so fast you
can't look at him twice, watch
out. We haven't been able to
look atthits bill twice."
The Senate tnesdly unani-
mously passed, a bill to allow
some Kentucky public school
teachers to retire earlier with-
out a reduction in benefits.
The bill, approved 34-0 and
sent to the House, would allow
a teacher to retire with full
 benefits after 30 years of
teaching, regardless of Ads--
age . Teachers now are
penalized a portion of their
benefits if they retire before
age 56.
Sen. James Hammond, -13-
Prestonsburg, the bill's spon-
sor, said the measure is ex-
pected to cost the state
teacher retirement fund
$30,000432,000 in each of the
next two fiscal years, but it is
anticipated that much. of the
Hospital Board...
Several board members indicated
that the new fees were apparently
already in effect before they received
any information concerning the new
charges. The new lees, according to
Poston. average about. 16- percent
higher than the previous fees.
"I hope the doctors realize-that the
last thing we want to do is to create
addtional ill will and friction between
the hospital board and doctors,".
Garrison said. "We've had a good:
working relationship and we want tb-,
retain that, certainly. , -
"But at the same time, if we'reto live
to our responsibilities to'the com-
munity and the sick people in the
community.. :I think their best interest
loss would be offset at the
local level by the hiring of less
experienced teachers at lower
salaries.
The-Senate passed a bill to
provide copies of the state
statutes, annotations, court
rules and administrative
regulations to each of the 113
new district judges.
The budget for the new
--courts approved by the special
legislative session in
fCrintinned-lkerwPage-ly
is served when we have a good working
relationshin with the doctors,
"They (the doctors) have
responsibility too," Garrison said, "and
this sort of thing doesn't help that
relationship.'; -
"Secondly, I'd like to say that the
case may be made that it's a vendetta
the administrator is promoting and
bringing all this about," Garrison
continued.- "I don't think that's quite
true. • -
"I think their what we pay the guy
(Poston) for," Garrison said. "We're
going to see that he doesn't get too far
out of line but at the same time we're
going to support him in doing what
we're paying him to do.
December 1976 did not provide
funds for law books. The
materials would cost about
$153,000 over the next two
fiscal years.
The Tennessee Valley
Authority would be authorized
to hire security officers with
-the powers of sheriffs for
property and government
utility owns or controls in
Kentucky under a bill passed
"We want to work with them (the
doctors), but this isn't the way it's
done," Garrison added.
Most board members agreed that the
radiologist should receive equitable
compensation-: for theiraervices but at
the same time, questioned whether or
not the amount of the fee increase was
too much.
The board directed Poston to compile
comparative figures for similar ser-
vices at other area hospitals and asked
that the situation receive further study.
New board chairmen Martha Broath
welcomed Mayor Melvin Henley and
recently named hospital chief of staff
Dr. Donald Hughes as new members on
the board.
Pagliars Pi a and Italian Restaurant
Italian Spaghetti
Special
With Garlic Bread and 1/2 price on





Super Special For Kids /
Spaghetti and Salad /2 Price
4104.4.,
• kM1SKt411111210ek&s1O ,4c14108airleWN851Manentzsalinifegyirf '
Wednesday Night
4 to 10 p.m.
Includes as Always
FREE REFILLS ON DRINKS
You Can't Eat This Good





































ROGUES GALLERY - A group of 28 Grand Island', dh-litiTgraliis gather for a group photograph at the
Howard Elementary School playground.
etr. ANIIMP
Some 20,000 Flu Cases Are Repotted TA
FRANKFORT;Ittl'AP) That corripiresirith-titeditt ñureau for Health Seri* cre-s..1 . ache, kwarinand
have been reported to the
state Department for Human
Resources so far this year.
period last year, says Dr.
Carolos Hernandez, director
of preventive services for the
Special Caurse IA-Parenting
To Be Offered At tiniversW
A special course In "Students previously enrolled
pa renting entitled in the course have demon-
"Systematic Training Jor_, *rated a great deal-of growth
Effective Parenting" will, in understanding themselves
begin at Murray &ate as well as their childree
University on Wednesdayi.--77, Course instruction _will be
Feb. 1. The course, sponsored derived from the work of
by the MSU Counseling and Adler and Dreiker, behavioral
Testing Center, will stress psychologists who specialize





a child' -s• - between child and parent.
eight two-hour sessions
will offg,c'lluticipants op-_
portiunties to discuss thier
NM particular *parenting
problems. 
Ms. Sondra Ford, a coun-
selor at the center who
specializes in family cow-
'cling, will instruct the(AP LAserphoto)
COUR.
Workshop af Care Of Cattattatielit 'Slated Thursday, MSU 7- __e wiII deal with a thild';
-----717.7-'7.-7Through class elisciiisiotis
An all-day workshop en-
titled -"Care of the Cardiac-
Patient" for registered
nurstr,-itteniled practical
nurses, nursing students, and
other health personnel who
work with cardiac patients is
scheduled at Murray State
University Thursday, Jan. 26.
Presented as a part of the
continuing education program
of Me Department.of Nursing,.





supervisor of the' coronary
care unit, Willard Ails,
pharmacist, and Ann Flood,
dietitian, will dicuss "Cardiac
Rehabilitation and Post-
Discharge Care." Anyone interested may
A film on cause. &Aleut _ -register in advance by sending
disease and how to • prevent the fee, along with name, title,
belirt-attitekriej"irlibirer",.. . _ liddreSs._and Social Security
during the afternoon. ' number to: lirn lean Culp,
A $10 registration-will cover Coordinator, Continuing
the Continuing Education Unit Education for Nurses, Murray
(CEU) fee and certificate to State University, Murray,
be awarded to participants. Ky., 42071.
•
(Nursing Building ) will begin
-With o -registration at 7:30 a.
in. and-run through 3-p. M.
The, 'focus will be on can
required- throughout the
-cardiac patient's experience -
and on working effectively
with patients and their --
families during and following...
Cardiac crises. Presentations -
will be made by the following:
- Jan Wilson, RN, charge
nurse in the coronary care
ir Hospital in Paris, Tenn:, - Atkins said Monday that he
unit at Henry County General Carroll-is unacceptable.
whose topic will be "CCU Care. Would ask the Legislature to
in the First Critical Days restore the proposed 96 per.
Following Myocardial In- cent reduction in his office
farction." appropriations for the next
- Margaret Crutchfield, two fiscal years.
RN, supervisor of the Atkins used terms such as
coronary care unit at COM- "bureaucratic tune" and
munity Hospital in Mayfield, "charade" in denouncing the
Who will make a presentation *wooed arrangement .
entitled "Basics in Reading in He said In an interview that
EKG for Cardiac if he fails in the General As-
Monitoring." - ------ embly, he will consider court
- Margie Kalisz, RN, action to dock Carroll's plan.
medical-surgical coordinator Atkins said he will take his
on the nursing faculty at case first to the legislative Ap-
Murray State, who will speak propriations and Revenue
---on "Post-CCU concerns ahd---eemmittees, which started
'Nursing Care the- Post, -hearings Monday on the
---Acute Period."- proposed $7.5 billion budget.
nancmgPlan Is Unacceptable
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)- "I'm sure there's an inde-
State Auditor George Atkins pendent Legislature, and such
has indicated that the ad- a divergence in funding,
-ministration's change of plan particularly when designed to
for financing the operations of rip this office, will not be
his office-despite various acceptable to them," the
assurances from Gov: Juliair-auditor said.
The controversy revolves
around Carroll's plan for At-
kins' offiCt_to?._MOvt money
from agencies he audits
rather than from the general
fund, which finances almost
all state services.
Atkins is a probable Demo-
cratic candidate for governor
in 1979 against any designated
Carroll heir, and he has
alleged that the governor's
action is political revenge
Carroll has said his proposals
strive for efficiency and
savings to taxpayers.
"We'll continue the fight for
the integrity and in-
dependence of this office
through the court systeft
that becomes necessary,"
MON.-TUES.-WED.-THURS.














He said he is not satisfied
with the governor's latest pro-
nouncement, though he con-
tended that Carroll Is
"backing up some now" from
an earlier stand.
. Carroll told the Kentucky
Press Association Friday that
he would support legislation to
force agencies to pay Atkins
for audits. There is no law
requiring that now.
But Atkins said Monday that
he sees loopholes in that plan.
"The state would retain the
ability to issue personal
service contracts for audits of
all agencies, leaving us with
-nothing to do," he said. "Or it
would be able to select
agencies it does not want us to
audit, and that way we could
not check on those agencies."
Several of Atkins' audits




- policies-especially on leases-
and on the personal service
contracts, which are issued
without bidding for
professional services.
"There are laws on the book
right now saying the auditor
shall audit all of state govern-
ment and have the ability to
hire who he needs," Atkins
said.
"Yet when (this adminis-
tration) wants to slow an
agency down, it can throw up
a bureaucratic stonewall," he
added.
The auditor said Carroll also
"keeps throwing up a straw
-man" a reference to Carroll's
,assertion that Atkins could be
'paid with agency funds rather
than the general fund.
tary Auxier, Carroll's press
secretary, said Atkins is "wel-
come to" go to court if he feels





The .Regional Chapters of
American Red Cross in
Paducah is conducting an
emergency blood donor drive
Thursday, Jan. 26 on the
Murray State University
campus,
The drive, which will aid
depleted supplies in Paducah.
is slated from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m
the scheduled day, according
to • spokesman for Murray
State University Student
Government 'Association.
Beshear Gym, the present -
location of the MSU student
center, is the location for the
drive.
An MSU & SGA spokesman
encouraged all prospective
*ingrate gtve.tne..z.g.
f;Tn er wavy drive.77 77, ' I
. The first class, beginning at
1 p. m., will be held in the
Counselihg Center's auxiliary
office in Hart Hall on the
Murray State campus. At that
time, subsequent class
meetings will be arranged to
the satisfaction of par-
Wit:suits.
Enrollment is liinited.to 15
persons at a cost of $3.50 each.
Advanced  rtgiatration .and•
further information may pe
behavior and the parent's obtained by calling the
response to that particular Counseling and Testing Center
action," Ms. Ford said. at 762-6851.
enumber. of 
comps
: cases of flu
reported by this time last year
with the number this year
doesn't mean a lot, since
reports of flu did not start
coming in to the department in
any great numbers until about
mid-February, 1976. -
However, Hernandez added
-There definitely is more in-
fluenza activity this year."
Flu outbreaks have been re-
ported in most states, with
death tolls from flir and pneu-
monia running higher than
usual, according to the
National Center for Disease
Control in Atlanta.
Most of the Kentucky cases
have been reported in western
Kentucky, Hernandez said.
Tests on specinients, from
Hapkips. and . Christian,
counties show the flu is the A-
Texas strain.
However, additional
samples from Fayette and
Jefferson counties must be
tested before state health
officials can be certain that A-
Texas is the prevalent strain
statewide.
Whatever the variety, treat-
ment is pretty much the same.
Hernandez advised anyone
feeling the symptoms of flu to
ii iray Ledger
Section B -= Page .One







chronic illness or who is
elderly should advise his
physician that he Is sick,
becauSe flu 4115--regult in
complications Ulm- pnue-
MOnla, Hernandes said.
The flu virus is spread by
droplets in the air, and is
easily spread by persons
coughing and sneezing.
Hernandez said the best thing
for those persons to do is to
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454Lunch Meat 
OVUM CLUB SLICED
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to be reality orditoble for sole in each
Kroger store, wrawyt ih-spwc,f.cally noted th--fwerteog-you buy at Kroger is guaranteed
this ad If we do run out of on advertised for your total sotisfoction regorrhess of
item we will offer you r 00C ChOt . of
comparable 'tern, whir ovo4lablig, reflecting
the some savings or a roincheck which' will
insole you to purchase the ode lived tern
at the advertised once within 30 sioYs. .
inonutocturer. If you ore not sat,sfied,
Kroger will reploco your item with ,he some






5 LIS. CHOICE ROUND STEAKS
5 LBS. LEAN PORI STEAKS BONUS
LBS. FRESH GROUND BEEF BUNDLE
  LBS. FRYER QUARTERS -
S LBS. KROGER WIENERS
S LBS. RORK SAUSAGE 30 be- $299





































Navel Oranges ,,"  —IA. 1 CI' .
swam Pines et
Fancy Cucumbers 72,. 4 FOR $1
RARE 316 IN.
POT

























Kroger By The Pismo Kreger
JUMBO MEW
BOLOGNA Winitits






























MOUNTAIN FARMS PECAN SPINS



























Nighti••• •Rog. or MistI
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Glade Aerosol CAR 65'7 OZ.
Hot Tamales  604
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AIL PURPOSE 1111AL T01101
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Pleasant Tasting For Cold Distress Relief
CEPACOL VICKS
Klean & Shine  'IL 91' Fabrk Softener. .,. MOUTHWASH VAPORUB
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EDITOR'S NOTE — Follow-
ing is the third in a series of
five articles entitled "Yew sad
. Your Income Taxes." They
were written to help taxpayers
iprepare their 1177 tax returns.
- By MICHAEL DOAN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Many
people who don't have to file a
tax, return should look at the
forms anyway to see if they are
eligible for a cash payment of
up to MOO.
Income tax forms contain an
"earned income credit," which
is available to poor working
families. To qualify, a taxpayer
must have worked during the
year, and made less than $8,000
in salaries, wages or tips. He
must also pay at least tialtihe
cost of keeping up his home
and must have a dependent
1 child at home.
I Anyone filling out a tax re-
turn this year will find the
earned income credit question
on the tax return. But the pro-
vision may be missed by some
eligible people whir had no in-
come withheld.,
There are exceptions in spe-
cial cases, but in general a_ per-
son has to file an income tax
return this year if he or she is:
—Single and under 65, earn-
ing at least $2,950 last year.
—Over 65 and making at
least $3,700.
—Married, filing jointly, un-
der age 65 and making at least
$4,700.
—Married, filing 'jointly and
one is 65 or older, earning
$5,450.
-7-.Bralate over 0:an411111ir
combined income is $4,200 or
more.
pendents who have divi-
dends, interest or other





4 Mere.—Widows and widowers, un-
der 65, making at least $3,90C1,
with a dependent child, or If







VP our advertising message will get a long
distance connection when you place tm
ad in the newspaper! You'll communicate ta
our entire readership. . . at a surprisingly low








—Self-employed and with net
earnings of at least $400.
The IRS says "elven if you
are not required to file a re-
turn, you should file to get a
refund if your income tax was
withheld. You should also file if
you are rligibin for Ake earned,
income credit.". -. _
The earned income :-ere,dit
was established in 1975 bi'give
low-income working families a
tax advantage that would dis-
courage them from choosing
welfare. It was also intended to
pay back some of the heavy
burden of Social Security taxes
placed on poor people.
The IRS estimates that a tax-
payer who earned 16,380 last
year and qualified would get a
,-tax credit-of $162. That means
he would pay $162 less in taxes
than he would pay otherwise or
would get a refund.
A married couple making $4,-
000 or less would get a check
for $400 in the mail. One mem-





had to work during the year
and they would have to have a
dependent under age 19, or a
student, living at home.
NEW YORK ( AP) — Presi-
dent Carter's budget calls for gende pet„aild the dog jumped up on the bench so the
gczelrirlirarlifetai
ttriondlndgolters-fte judge cwidPel hint 711. Mai endetilitwietim
fiscal 1979.
One trillion dollars has 12 
zeros — $1,000,000,000,000.




Those are big bucks.
If you're still, having dif--
-ficulty grasping the concept of
such an amount, look at it this
way:
That -ranch money huddler
bills placed end to end would-
stretch around the earth more
than 1,800 times.
It would reach to the 1110011
and back 250 times.
With that much money, you
could make every man,
woman and child in Atkinti
millionaire.
You could-Fey everAtidi li
Minnesota a $115,000 top-of-
the line Rolls-Royce
Camargue.
You could have given$8.50
to every human being who has
lived and died in the past 600.-
000 years.
You could give everyone in
the world now $120.
Still confusing? Try thinking
of it like this: a trillion is 100
times a billion. So how much is
a billion?
One billion seconds ago, the
first atomic bomb had -not-
been exploded.
One billion minutes ago,
Christ still walked the earth.
One billion hours ago,
people lived in caves.
And one billion dollars ago
— in terms of government
spending — was yesterday.
•••••
FRANKFOR , Ky. ( AP) —
Members of the House and
Senate picked up- their first
paychecks of .the 1978 General
Assembly, now in its fourth
week, after the House ap-
proved Senate Bill 75.







COWE IN COURT Crackers, an 18-month-old
collie, stretches beside his master in a Concord, N. C..,
Wort during the trial of a man chargal Ii4th shociting
the dog. Witnesses said in court that Crackers was a
(AP Laserphoto)
rov - • ly F , o
the legislators to receive a
.paycheck every two weeks
while the Legislature is in
session, instead of monthly as
-is done the rest of the year.
The bill was approved 82-11
Monday by the House.
The bill was signed promp-
lly by House Speaker William
Kenton, D-Lexington, and the
legislators applauded.
Kenton asked the chamber
to stand at east- While he
signed the measure.
"Mr. Speaker," quipped
House Majority Leader Bobby
Richardson, fl-Glasgow. "Did
you say stand in line, or stand
at ease?"
The checks were ready for
the lawmakers to pick up even
before the liouae adjourned.
.the dumber ano gave
-unanimous approval to liaise
Joint Resolution 5, which
appropriates $8,147 per
calendar day of the 1973
General Assembly____for
legislative expenses:-,,„,
The House defeated House
Bill 91, which would have
eased the regulation of non-
elected peace officers, after
several lawmakers said they
feared it would be used4o hire
The measure would have
deleted the requirement that
peace officers reside in Ken-
tucky for at least two years,
and would have required in-
stead that they be registered
Kentucky voters and submit




D-Bellevue, said be had no- _
intention of asking the Houma
to approve a bill that t'soulfrn
hurt labor. He said he would
try to amend the measure and -
offer it again.
The House voted 79-18 to ap-
prove House Bill 11, a
measure that would bring
chiropractors' services under
the coverage of workmen's
compensation insurance.
Rep. J.R. Gray, D-Benton,
the sponsor, said it Might
result in lower insurance rates
because if people received
chiropractic treatment' for
injuries they might not need
more expensive surgery later.
House Bill 31 also won ap-
proval in the House. The ,
measure would allow county





Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
OTASCO
RUSSF.LLVILLE, Ky. (AP)
— Plans to exterminate a
 blackbird roost near here
were cancelled when officials
determined that there weren't
enough birds to justify the
chemical attack, a state agri-
culture official says.
The roost, originally thought
to contain 3 million starlings,
grackles, redwinged black-
birds and cowbirds, actually
contained only about 400.000
birds, said Mark McDaniel,
spokesman for Agriculture
Commissioner Tom Harris.
The new estimate was made
Monday by officials with the
U.S. Fish and Wikilife Service
at Bowling Green, y
McDaniel said, adding that it
takes about 500,000 birds per
roost to justify the ex-
penditure of manpower,
equipment and the Chemical
PA-19.
The chemical, which strips
the birds of their protective
oiLs, causing them to die ofa
posure, is effective bttiy Inl%0A
,culd rain.
The birds are considered
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" III 56 MN Mil
istr by tjuited Feature Syndicate. Inc.
National Wildlife Federation's
Raptor Information Center,
Washington, D. C.,-will deliver
the keynote presentation at
the 9th Annual Eagles
Weekend at Lake Barkley'
State Resort Park, Friday
through Sunday, Feb. 24-26,
1978.
Under the direction of Dr.
Llneer, -the recently
established Raptor - in-
formation Center is working to
assist in the conservation of
bald eagles and other raptor
species by- -identifyhig afld
protecting critical bald eagle
habitat;. increasing com-
munications and acting as a
"clearing house" for relevant
literature; and identifying and
encouraging the support of
priority bald eagle research
including annual censusing.
In addition, the Center Is
working.- aetively with the
public,facientists, and agency
and,ederation personnel to
identify key bald eagle habitat
MSU To Offer-Free
eybiard:WorlOop,_
A free_ piaao and O-1:131in -it; hear selected -nigh nehool
-fr.yhna,,i4'. s,4.haw.. 1nr high staidaals pin, import4t.
school students and their
teachers will be offered at
Murray State University on
Saturday, Jan. 28.
Faculty members in the
sponsoring Department of
Music - Dr. James
McKeever, Marie Taylor, and
John Winter - will conduct
three sessions of ap-
proximately one hour each
beginning .at 11 a. rnn the 
Farrell Reeked Hall ef,the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Open to students in grades
nine through 12 and their
teachers, the workshop is
designed to inform students
about piano and organ study
at the college level, to provide
an opportunity for learning,
and to present performances
by- Murray -State faculty and -
students.
A performance class at 11 a.
m. will include an opportunity
piano works will be examined,
and basic aspects of style and
technique will be. discussed.
At 1:30 p. m., a session will
be - focused on the question,
"What Is a music degree
program with a major in
piano?" Both the college
curriculum for a piano major




day at 3 p.M:, McKeever. will
perform several piano_warks,
Mrs. Taylor will demonstrate
and perform on the harp-
sichord, and Winter will
demonstrate the pipe organ.
A tour of the music facilities
and the campus will be
available during the • lunch
treak.
Na _pre-registration is
necessary for the workshop.
Eagle Weekend'
Slatettfeb. 24-26
GOLDEN POND - Dr. Jeff 'aim's. -
Lincer, the first director of the- Eagles Weekend will begin
Friday evening at the Lake
Barkley Lodge Convention
Center. The program will
- include .presentations by
Edwin Ray, Conservationist,
Land Between The Lakes;
Marilyn Williamson, Regional
Naturalist, Tennessee
Division of Parks and
Recreation; V. L. Childs,
Refuge Manager, Tennessee
National Wildlife Refuge; and'
Dr. Lincer. 
This 9th Annual Eagle
Weekend is sponsored by TVA




write- or call Lake Barkley
State Resort 'Park, Route 2,
Cadiz, KY 42211, telephone
(502) 924-1171, or for ad-
ditional information on Eagles
Weekend write or call TVA,
Land Between The Lakes,
Golden Pond, KY 42231,
telephone (602) 924-5602.
PEANUTS
ANC' JUST AS I WAS
MEASURING THE WIDTH OF
THE STREET IN FRONT OF
OUR SCHOOL, A 'TRUCK














IS IN MY EYE---CAN YOU
GET fr
OUT?SIM
I WOKE UP WITH A
611FF ARM, SA RGE
11115 BOOK'S GUARANTEED TO
imPROVE Y'OuR MEMORY
IN owe SHORT  
WEEK,



























NOW„ 5t-tARIC5 ! DARLING
LIFE WITH )01.1 WILL
NEVER BE BORING y
OUTSTANDING TEACHERS: Dr. john W. Ferguson
(seated) and Dr. Howard H. Keller, foreign language
professors 4. Murray State University,. .4iscuSk the
Cultural introduction to Languages course which won
for -them- national -recognition in Change- magazine.
Ferguson, chairman of the DepartMent of Foreign
Languagek, teaches Spanish, whie Keller' teaches





among 32 across the country
_cited_by 114inge magazine for
outstanding teaching in their
academic fields.
Named in a semi-annual
national report prepared by
the magazine on effective
teachers and their teaching
approaches in the fields of
anthropology, foreign
languages and physics were
Dr. John W. Eerguson.and Dr.
Howard H. keno'.
Ferguson is chairman of the
Department of ' Foreign
Languages and teaches
Spanish at Murray. State. An
associate professor, Keller
teaches Russian in the same
department. .
The magazine's report; cirie
of a semi-annual ...aeries
focusing on fill major fields of
study, represents it major
effort by the publication to „
renew faculty enthusiasm for
improved teaching ap-
proaches in the three fields..
Each is distributed to more
than 50,000 faculty members
on the campuses of America's
colleges and universities.
Thoae cited are selected by
the magazine's research staff
and the Major scholarly
associations across the
country. Both Ferguson and
Keller were selected for their
work in developing out-
standing courses of study in
foreign languages.
"These analyses are par-
;
ticularly significant," said
George W.-Bonham, editor of
The publication. "since they
are heiag supported ,by
American taxpayers and
written by some of the most
talented education writers in
America."
• The two Murray professors
were recognized becatise of
their course, Cultural In-
troduction to Languages, an
uraWgradituiW, three-credit-
hour course designed to,
acquaint students Vilth and to
inspire them to continue
formal language training.
The course consists of nine
components, and all seven
Murray State, language
professors participate where
their specialties are needed.
Guest lecturers from other
departments also take part.
A native. of 'Eagle Pass,
Tex., Ferguson has been at
Murray State since 1965,
coming to the campus from_
Nashville, Tenn., after
receiving his master's degree
at Vanderbilt University. His
undergraduate degree is from
the University of Utah, and his
doctorate from Florida State
University.
A freauent visitor to the
Soviet Union as a visiting
professor, Keller is a native of
Brooklyn, N. Y., and has been
at Murray State since 1970,
coming to the campus after
two years as a captain and







What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) TA
Precautiona and prudence
must be your bywords now. Be




(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Get important matters out of
the way by noon, if possible.
Certain planetary restrictions




iThexpectedly could have a
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 4124iCZ
A good day for looking into
unusual offers - but with a
watchful eye. Especially
favored: legal matters, travel,
cultural pursuits.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept 23) nPkSk
MOW avenue's/1o~ --
a tendency now. Temper your
ambitions and desires with
common sense.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct.,23) inen
Stellar influences excellent!
If projects seem to have been
jag awry recently, now's the
• tg try anis: ittiaatatakie
mat ingermity-Aimulatisi.
FOR THURSDAY, JANUARY ZS, 1.973
(May 22 to June 21) AQUARIUSn0100-
A bit of news received
if happy impact on your finances; detecting flaws and your goodr may concern a sound but long- humor; you can solve prac-
t,,,- range investment proposition. tically all of the "little"
CANCER . quandaries waiting to trip thee 
(June 22 to July 23) 4)4,) unwary.PISCESYou knowwhatyou want now,
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
34-- keep afte. r it. Br°9k inci Planetary 'influences en-terference wont tio one an courage both long-pending andinsist on the privacy you need to
new vvntures. Your_ innate_carry out your piens.




(Oct. 24 to Nov. 72)
New opportunities indicated
in many fields but especially
where monetary interests are
concerned. A splendid time for
consolidating your position in
this respect.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) (Tr
Don't discuss financial or
domestic problems with friends
or associates. Some situations
-are best -kept "in the family"-
--now,
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vi
Indifference could spoil what
should otherwise be a good day.
Good opportunities available,
but you'll have to seek them out.
They won't be left on your
doorstep.
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
With your keenness for
YOU BORN TODAY have an
innate gift of leadership; are a
keen critic, writer, speaker;
can give atouch of originality to
the most ordinary matter.
Aquarians, with their ver-
satility, have been known to
-rearrange, completely change
an organization into a heeler,
livelier one; always carryaut
assignments faithfully and,,
competently. You have an
ardent and romantic nature. .
Birthdate of: Gen. Douglas '
McArthur, U.S.A.; King
Charlet, of Sweden and Nor-




AS OF JANUARS .23,-








bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets i9W as 24 cents, 8
x 10 2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
25.1410:1L.Exee-Dacklax
„ kit, use our rear -en-
trance.
WE HAVE MOST all
types furnace blower
motors in stock. Call Dill






worth up to $500.00. $3.95
















Products. - Conta-ct -
Holinan Jones, 217 Sou
t3th. phone 753-312L- 
O__








$100-a month each. Cali-
-Trish at 753-7100 in af-
ternoons, 759-1 24 1
evenings.
BIBLE FACTS - Mat-
thew 24:4 and 5. Jesus
states, "Take heed that
no man deceive you. For
many shall come in my
name, saying I am-
Christ ; and shall
deceive many." We're
warned and there will be
no excuse. The Lord
loves you and will in-







Call 753-4636, after 5 p.







3. Caro Of Than
THE -FAMILY OF Paul
A. Purvis would like to
express their sincere
apprertatiorrand-thanits---
to all those who have
been so kind during the
loss of our beloved
husband, father and son.
The beautiful flowers,
food, cards; letters and
phone calls have helped
us thru this most -dif-
ficult time. A special
thank you to Harvey
Johnson, Metropolitan
Life Insurance Come
and Chernicals for their
Carolyn, Mike and Teen
-Purvis; Mr. & Mrs.' Paul
W. Purvis;' Mrs. Sue
Wicker, Sodie and
Tommy Carraway.
5 lost And found
FOUND /EING. Owner
. may have by identifying






cards Of Burie Haneline.
, Want billfold for cards





' ring. Reward: Calr 753- --
4053.
WOULD THE PERSON
who picked up the wrong
long hooded camel
colored wool coat by
mistake at the Murray
High-Calloway ball-
game Saturday please ;
contatt me - hire
yours. Call 753-2438
between 8-5, after 5 p.
435-4501.
LOST A BROWN tri-fold
wallet. $20 reward. No
questions asked. Call
Mark at 759-1528 or 782-
4661.
LOW-COCK-A-POODLE
id-area of Johnson Creek
Beptist Church. $50









Park Lane, Suite 269,
Dallas, TX 75231.
AMBITIOUS PEOPLE,













open for good, depen-
dable typist with good
work record. Person
hired must be willing to
take directions and get








Ji4nUMR I ULERIEAM-Cin and Below
Sleepwear
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NAMCO, 3928 Montclair .
Rd., Birmingham, Al.




- All eligible Jan-
 'downer§ 'and fainiers
-7-2. can now get group in-
surance (Excess
Major Medical) - at
low group rates. For a
free brochure __gill
Bennett and Associate*,
203 South 5th Street,
Murray, 753-7273 or 759-
1486.
14 Want To Buy
WANTED ties







$100. One Warm Mor-
ning gas heater; model
VR 50 MAB; 50,000 BTU
hourly input rating. $70.
Call 753-2424.
WELL KEPT carpets
show the-. 'resit-fa: of
regular Blue Lustre spot
cleaning. Rent electric
shampooer. Western










seeping or fence post.
'w Call after 4, 1198-7950.
SET OF TOOL BOXES
for small pickup truck.-
Can be seen at K and H





p. engine. Call 489-2570.
14" REMINGTON chain
saw. Completely rebuilt
















A•omi Costly NM.. leper a
Kelly's Termite
8. Pest Control
Nome mood low opoorsi 71
RN sop on snow Awl 06
Sosowi





ONE AMF riding f001114111"11111
yFizold, a byiracmiamum.-----• .-
0 chain saw used. A
ctvarvama/h5 h116 c..1.Inu1101 2---
ONE rotor tiller




2117 Snell 7ti Woo
Mime 7534233
P.S. While business is Mom It
is a good time to tune your
mowers up, get those blades









3 axle with hoist and 16
foot bed. Call 436-5649.
20. Sports Equipment
14 FT. Fiberglass Bass
Boat, 20 HP Mercury
motor with electric








across from Post Office,
Paris, Tn.
AUCTION SALE
Friday Night 641 Auction Nam, Paris, Tenn.
This week January 27% at 1:30 p.m.
Same merchandise advertised for January 13th
sale but was cancelled due to snow. Lot of old an-
tique furniture. Most of it needs refinishing. Also
pick up load of good glass and small items from





he Nelson Throat Co.,REALTOR
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
759-1707














36 for Rent Or lease
CUSTOM MADE mat- -
tress for antique bale Cre _
campers. Buy direci7




West Ky. Mattress and
Furniture i3,6Soutlr-







J and B Music-
Magnavox, Dixieland
Center. Call 753-7575.
27 Mobile Home Sales
10 X 50 MOBILE HOME.
Recanditioned,
natural gas





12 X 65 THREE
BEDROOM, 11/2 bath,
central gas heat, central
air. Storm windows,
hurricane straps. Two





1% baths, totil- gas.
Unfurni.shed. Call 496-
5420.
12 X 65 FLEETWOOD
with expando living
room, central electric
heat and air, 3 bedroom,
2 baths, fully furnished,
all built-ins plus dish-
washer, and garbage
disposal. Call 753-7261 or
753-9969.
1971 MOBILE HOME 12 x




29 Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spapes for
rent, at Riviera-Courts.
Call 753-3280.







Call 492-8349 after 7 p.m.
FURNISHED one or two
bedroom apartnioLt








heat and air. Call 753-
7550.
TWO " BEDROOM fur-
nished and unfurnished
apartments. Available ••
first of February. Call ,
753-4331.




chen and bath. $75 a
month. Utilities paid.
Apply at Corvette
Lanes, 1415 Main St. or
phone 753-2202.
SI-EEPING ROOMS for





'house, „close to church,
grocery and college.
Couples,: no pets. Theatre










_Grain fed freezer beef













--light, stand' and a c-
calories. Call 753-9382
after 5 p. m.
43 Real Estate
PRICE JUST reduced
$1,000 on this newly
listed home located t
miles west of Murray,*
scenic, quiet lOcaticA:
Fireplace adds cozy
note to this 3 bedroom'
brick rancher. Other
features include central
heat and air, attached 2
car garage, plus ad-
ditional separate garage
ideal for  storage or 







building site -- Ideal
location on New Concord











41 ACRES, all fenced,
located near Coldwater,
-7'30 side tendabk, more
could be made tendable.
*Priced at $30,000. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,






A -SIJCE- OF-' NICE- -;-=
Extra. sharp 4 bedroom








garage, cozy den, and
step-saving kitchen.
This is an excellent buy
in the low 40's. If you
want to make the family
happy in '78, make your
appointment now to See







901 Sycamore Mornay, E,.
Souiri1iral4carnore
TELEPHONE 7511061
THE HOUSE that does
double duty - .com-
fortable 4--47.edroom
home, large- eat-in
kitchen on the main
floor plus one bedroom
apartment upstairs. . .
full basement. Owner
will consider renting
with option to purchase






LET IT SNOW LET IT
.SNOW L41' rr SNOW,-
but don't let it stop-you
from Ilbldng at this 4
bedroam brick,_ 214 bath
home, family room with
fireplace- patio, and


















Fri & Sat 8.230
•Hoir Cuts •Shaves
209 Waling Street •
'Call this umbel alter 5:00 to assure prompt service nett day, 753-
--36111
68 ACRES located east of
Puryear, Tn. on black
top road. This can be
bought for less than
$600.00 per acre. About
55 acres are tendable.
Nearly 75 per cent of the
--farm has good barb wire
fencing. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
• Main %753-0101 - 753-
49 Used Cars & trucks
















roofs sealed. Call_ Jack
Glover 753-1873 after 5 p.
m. or weekend.
196$ BLUE CHEVFJ.I.F., . 




New tires, mag wheels,
sharp. $750 firm. Call





















413 N. istit St.
One of those homes that will be here when we've
gone. Good in town location on a large lot with
garden spot. No maintainence, aluminum siding
exterior with tongue & groove walls under dry
wall & panelling along with natural gas &
fireplace make this very economical To see this
or others call or come by
e Nelson Shroat Co.,REALTORS)




---- /Aerie Hicks 759-1456,
-Fitt lp,og people is our business
•




' prbkriiiittely 70 Lendable-





753-1232, or stop by our
conveniently located







Estate Agettcy, lac. nos belpal
*to solve your real estate as
for ever 15 years. If pee aro o
Myer sea seller and we' Is
of service to you.'
tient Obey - 3 Wrier
frame sod ens awe hi. Na
store irinTeits; ikon, ia
stomps, own wel, eieciric bag.
Priced to sell it 515,50.
753-3263 Anytime
1978 FIREBIRD Skybird,
1400 miles. AM-FM tilt









pala,.2 door hardtop, All
parts complete. Call 753-
9997. -
INIGALAXIE 500 sports


























patio. Call or come by




BY OWNER: 3 large
bedrooms, 1/2 baths, all
carpet, drapes, central
heat and air, large lot,
fenced backyard, many
extras, 2 miles' from
Murray off 121S. KW-,000.
753-9732 or 7624970. -
BY OWNER - new 3
bedroom house on 150-
200 ft. lot with trees.
House has a economical
heat pump, 2 baths,





BY OWNER -3 bedroom
brick, 1/2 baths, large
kitchen-den, three welk-
in closets • Economical• .








1976 250 YAMAHA trail
bike. Gored .025 over.
Fresh engine. Call 753-
7261 or 753-9969.
48 Automotive Service











, jetting those -sinall
- plumbing jobs done'
-- 753-6614-. 7--
- •
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Doug Taylor




exterior. Also dry wall







Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates. •
I






struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
WILL HAUL ANY type of
white rock, rip rap, and




Iota. Call Roger Hutson,
753-6763.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
- bills. Call Doug Taylor ?,



















•HOSMALSUPPUES FOR RENT AND SALE























too =la Cell Ernest
White, 153-0605.
ELECTRIC WIRING




FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe, Work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John











ALL ,T:KPES backboe and
septic tank work. Field






Company Inc. Air con-











Oloored end toady. Vp to 12 N. Also bore style, offices, clews,
Nei% Na.. sul-etts, and series, se 111-91141.1), pro-cot cotopiototy FIN* 
to ossenolito tip to 21 I 60. boy Ste boot torioss.
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS -
COZY AND COMFY
Three bedroom ranch home with central heat
and air, den with fireplace, attached garage and
good west side location. Priced in the mid 30's.„.
Let us show you this roomy yet cozy home.
KOPPERUD
REALTY!!!
7 1 1 Main - --- 753-1222
George Gallagher 7534121 Geri Andersen 753-7932




This is a home of superior quality with the finest
materials. Built for convenience and comfort
with oversized hallways and doorways. The 3
bedrooms are unusually large. A cathederal
ceiling overlooks the formal living room which is
just across the pegged wood floor of the foyer
from the dining room. The carpet throughout
provides comfort whether sittin,g,nillpes:family
room in front of the fireplace br using the in-
tercom. The kitchen built for convenience has
custom cabinets, range and oven, plus a
microwave oven. The 2 car garage off the paved
driveway provides more than enough space for
storage. The fenced backyard provides safety
and privacy for children or pets. By appointment
only.
he Nelson Shroat Co.,REALTOR
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
759-1707
-Helping pooplia is our businoss
- Evenings:
Shroat 759-1716
hierio Nicks 759 056
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REELFOOT OLD FASHION-CHUNK STYLE
BOLOGNA























PRICES ON THIS AD ARE
EFFECTIVE:
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 25 thru
TUESDAY, JANUARY 31, 1978
We Reserve The Right to Limit Quantities
















FAMILY PAK - 3 LB. OR MORE 
.
Lb. 90C FRESH BREASTS Lb. 99SLICED SLAB BACON 
FRYER
em THIGHS Lb. 59
2 BREASTS HALVES -2 LEGS -2 MPS 79G





69c NELLYS WITH BEANS BIG CHIEF
CHILI 15 Oz. Can2 IN 89c PEANUT BUTTER
29c . 
KRAFT 





5 Lb. LIMIT 1
WITS $111.N ADINTINAL PINICIASE









2 Lb. Jar 99
PEPSI OR MOUNTAIN DEW
rT
PEPSI

























5 Lb. Bag %OW Dog Meal 25 Lk. Bag 16 TEMPLE
$285 
Alka-Seltzer Plus 36 Size
10 (iza z-COLD MEDICINE $ _SiTeilitriPPLES
